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editorial
Spring is Here! (Well, almost.)
I have a pile of books on my desk
that are screaming to be reviewed but
I let Larry Wise’s new DVD jump the
stack, partly because he has a killer sale
going on through his website. He discounted the price, then threw in
another DVD and one of his books to
boot. It is a nice deal, so check out that
review.
Larry’s DVD is part of an instructional wave that is coming through
archery, a wave in which more and
more instruction will be delivered
remotely and less face to face. Taking
an archery seminar usually takes up
the bulk of a weekend, requires travel
and often lodging expenses. (A recent
coach training seminar in South
Dakota attracted folks from Britain
and we have had people attend our
coach trainings from thousands of

miles away.) Remote training allows
one to fit things in to one’s schedule
with less expense.
Lanny Bassham is in the process
of creating web-based Mental Management courses and we are trying to
create a coach support site that will be
mostly instructional. We will review
these efforts as they become available.
If you take one of these or find an
instructional video especially helpful,
please let us know, you may just end up
writing a review for us.
In this issue, Tom Dorigatti takes
up the topic of attaching accessories to
a new bow. Wait a minute, you just
screw them on, no? Well, no, if you
want to avoid as much trouble as you
can later. Read Tom’s article for the
straight scoop.

Larry Wise offers up an article
echoing Tom’s, that is one that recommends using your brain to maximize
your chances of winning. I am
reminded of a Far Side cartoon in
which a school child asks to be
excused because his brain is full, but
you can read this issue slowly so you
can take it all in. (This is why we only
publish bimonthly.)
The AER folks are back from
their hiatus (imagine taking time off
for the holidays, sheesh!) and I offer
up my thoughts, still incompletely
researched, on balance: what it should
be and how to find it.
Enjoy!

Archery Focus . . .
Now can be read on your
iPad, Nook, or other
e-Reader.
(We do recommend you put it
down while shooting, though.)
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Proactive Bow Ownership

Mounting Accessories
ProActively
Simple but often overlooked items to make mounting your accessories on
that shiny new bow easier
by Tom Dorigatti
Introduction

In a previous article (Vol. 8 No. 3, Ed.), I addressed
how ProActive bow owners check out a new compound bow that has just arrived at their home or
archery shop. Since what I addressed then has implications for this article and to assist you new readers, I
provide a short summary of what was covered previously.
That bright and shiny new bow that you’ve waited four, six, eight weeks or more to receive has finally
arrived! And you cannot wait to shoot it! How
“ProActive” are you in your bow ownership? Do you
want to be able to fend off a lot of those nagging, but
inevitable, changes that are going to happen as part of
bow ownership?
In this article, I’ll outline some things to do with
that new bow before you so much as draw it back for
the first time. Many of these are often overlooked by
new owners in their rush to get that first arrow loosed
down range. Doing these things can save you many
difficulties and give you peace of mind about the your
bow’s condition upon arrival. It will also help you to
protect that bow’s warranty.
This article deals with tips for mounting accessories and how to be ProActive about this process.
You might already be doing a lot of these; but others
are things you might have never given a thought to.
Enjoy this article and also that shiny new bow you
just received. But first, you aren’t really ready to shoot
that first arrow, are you?
Let me give you a scenario that is quite common
during a shooting session or even a competitive event:
You are out there shooting on a 3-D or field course,
6

and suddenly, you start shooting high on everything.
You decide to just “tweak” the peep sight downwards
a bit to compensate for this. This isn’t working out
and it is getting worse. You keep moving the peep
sight down and you keep shooting higher and higher.
Was moving the peep really the first thing you should
have done? Should you have moved the indicator
pointer to compensate instead? Or maybe you should
have lowered the poundage some? What are some
other things that could have been done ProActively
that would have helped you to figure out what the
problem is without having to move the peep sight or
move the indicator pointer? Interested? Well, read on
and keep this scenario in mind.
Summary of Prior Article Concerning What You
Should Be Doing Upon Receipt of That New Bow

• Inspection of the bow’s shipping box prior to
opening the box is very important. Taking
date/time stamped photographs if there is any
damage to the exterior of the box is well worth
your time.
• Check for all the items that are supposed to come
with the bow.
• Check for missing nuts and bolts, “E” or “C” clips,
or other parts and accessories.
• In addition, a list that cannot be totally all-inclusive was given for the inspection of the new bow
for scratches, dents, dings, and blemishes at the
shop before you so much as draw the bow the first
time. Don’t forget those date/time stamped pictures of any dents, dings, mars, abrasions, or blemishes that may show up during the inspection.
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These are your visual proof of said damages. If in
the shop, be sure to include pics and the name of
the shop person witnessing the photographs and
bow’s condition.
• Check the peak draw weight to insure that it isn’t
way over or under what you ordered.
• Check the cams for dings and rough edges and
that the cam sizing is correct for the draw length
that you ordered.
• Check that the letoff percentage is what you
ordered and/or that you can set the bow to the letoff that you want.
• Check the bow’s draw length while at full, bottomed-out peak weight to insure it won’t be way
too long should you desire to lower the peak
weight. (Lowering the peak weight lengthens
draw length about 1⁄8˝ (3 mm) per half turn of the
limb bolts). This is probably the most important
item of the lot, other than dings, dents, and blemishes or flaws. On a fixed draw length cam, this
can be a crucial and all-important item necessitating a return of the bow or a cam switch if it is too
far from what you ordered. Realize that, most of
the time, the bow will come in longer on draw
length, but not always. It depends upon the manufacturer and the style of cam system involved.
• Check the axle-to-axle length and the brace
height. These give clues as to whether the string
and cables are reasonably close to specifications (or
not).
• Read the owner’s manual. There are, often times,
several do’s and don’ts contained in the owner’s
manual. In addition, there easily could be some
cautions and warnings concerning cable guards,
draw stop pegs, and the like. You need to be well
aware of these things before drawing the bow for
the first time.
• Register your bow with the manufacturer and save
all the shipping information, receipts, and recording bow specs in the manual
If you follow the above items, at a minimum you
will find that this simple ProActive approach to bow
ownership will give you a lot of peace of mind as you
proceed to setting up that new bow.
Now let’s get to the meat of this article. If you
are sloppy about mounting your accessories, you are
opening yourself up to all sorts of what you probably
think are malfunctions, but in reality are oversights
you made in your rush to shoot that new bow. I’ll be
offering up some other “scenarios” in addition to the
Archery Focus

shooting high scenario offered above, so keep it in
mind as we progress.
A True Story I had been lucky enough to start
scoring on target #1 of a 14 target unit on a field
round at a Sunday tournament. I got to target #14
without missing anything out of the 5-ring; I was, as
we called it, “clean” for that half. That last target was
a 40 yard, “flat as a pancake” target with good level
footing in the trees and out of the wind. My X-count
was out the roof that day, already in the mid 40’s, and
things had been pretty easy. I set my sight, drew back,
and caught the left edge of the x-ring. I thought it
should have been center, but hey, an “X” is an “X”,
right? Wrong. The next arrow went solidly into the
4-ring, again dead left. I was absolutely shocked. To
miss a “5” at 40 yards on the last target? What the
heck is going on? I had not collapsed on that shot
and my execution hadn’t felt any different. I had
checked all four arrows on the previous 50 yard target and the arrows and nocks were just fine. The next
shot went into the 3-ring, dead left, but good elevation. 3 points down in two shots and I hadn’t missed
at all up to this point. What the heck was going on
here? I checked the scope to be sure it was tight,
checked the cable rake, all checked out okay. What
the heck was going on? I found out “what was going
on” while drawing the next shot back in that the
arrow fell off the arrow rest. I let down, collected
myself, and drew back again, with the same result.
Now obviously, I knew something was amiss. I was
shooting a Golden Key Golden Premier arrow rest
with the “fishing pole wire loop.” On the second letdown, it became obvious to me that the arrow rest
itself was the culprit! Sure enough the “fishing pole
wire loop’s” holding set screw had worked loose and
now the loop was tilted sideways, not allowing the
arrow to stay upon it any longer. Dang it. Why hadn’t I seen that sooner? I got out my Allen wrench and
re-tightened the set screw, which automatically went
into the detent made in the opposite end of the arm
from the loop. The next, and last shot went dead into
the X, just like the others “should have” since they
were all good, solid shots. This little oversight had
cost me not only 3 points on that half, but also a perfect 14 half as well! All from one little set screw coming loose and me not picking up on it immediately.
Everything else on the bow and arrow rest had been
marked for a quick glance check. I had been ProActive, but not quite ProActive enough, had I?
I marked that one down in my memory banks and
Continued on Next Page
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you can bet that the particular set-screw at fault was
marked and checked frequently after that fiasco. Well,
yes and no. In fact, I got away from that type of
launcher arm the very next day and never went back
to it. If you over tightened the screw, you bent the
arm; obviously the set screw worked loose quite a bit
to allow the loop to twist out of position. Yes, I could
have used blue Loctite®. Lesson lived, lesson learned.
I had been so, so diligent about mounting my accessories onto my bow. I had been almost diligent
enough in marking everything that “mattered” and
some things one would think didn’t matter on the
bow, on the arrows, on the release aid; but one measly
little old set-screw had cost me dearly. I think I ended
up with a 555 that day, dropping two more points on
the second half, but I don’t remember that nearly as
well as the single set-screw that cost me a perfect 14
target score of 280 out of 280. I’ll remember those
two shots the rest of my life. Read on, all ye toxophilites, because now we are going to get into the
meat of this article.
Mounting the Accessories
onto Your Bow ProActively

Now that you have thoroughly inspected your shiny
new bow, you are ready to begin the task of mounting
your accessories.
Note The photos I provide will show the use of
masking tape to mark the positions of various accessories. The use of masking tape is not recommended
for marking your positions on the bow or accessories.
I only used the tape to give the contrast necessary for
clarity in the photos. What I actually use is a finetipped permanent magic marker that is in a contrasting color and easy to see. This ink will come off simply by using an alcohol swab.
Caution Resist the temptation to draw the bow back
at all until you have at least an arrow rest and nocking
points or D-loop installed! For safety reasons, it is not
advisable to attempt to draw back the bow at this
time, regardless of the temptation to do so. If you
attempt to draw it back with a release aid, you have
nothing to stop the release from sliding on the bowstring, and this can cause you some potential serious
injury. Drawing back the bow with your fingers is also
risky, since you don’t have an arrow rest on the bow.
Thus, you have the tendency to draw back the bow
with your fingers on the string and no arrow on the
string; both practices are accidents waiting to happen.
You are also not familiar with the draw cycle; nor, if
you are a release shooter, are you familiar with how to
8

properly let down a compound bow with your fingers
on the string! Today, it is common for people to dryfire their bow, or worse yet, to torque the string so
badly that they actually derail the strings/cables from
the cams. This can cause irreparable damage to the
bow, cams, and even the limbs themselves. If you do
this, then you have just ‘bought” the now damaged
bow and will have to pay for the repairs due to your
negligence.
Mounting the accessories doesn’t have to be in
any special order, but you should be ProActive and
take care in how you do your work.
Things to Check Here are some things to check
before you begin the process. Some of these are often
over-looked and can cause you other problems, either
now or later on, usually when you least expect it.
1. Check the condition of the mounting bolts and screws.
• Are the threads on the bolts clean and unobstructed? It would pay to clean them up.
Remove old Loctite® or grime from the threads
now. It can save you the potential problem of
cross threading and stripping out the holes in
the riser!
• Are the bolts too long or too short? This is an
obvious thing to check but is often overlooked.
If the screws are too short, the potential of
stripping out the mounting holes in the riser are
compounded. Simply checking for this will save
you some headaches. If they are too long and
the holes are not drilled all the way thru, then
you won’t be able to get the bolts tight or worse
you will distort the metal at the bottom of the
hole. If you have to cut bolts off, then be careful that you don’t score the threads or create
burrs or edges that won’t mesh with the internal threads!
• Are the Allen-heads in good-shape, or have
they been rounded off from previous use? If
they are not in good-shape, then replace them
now. Be ProActive and fend off this problem
before it has a chance to get you.
• Color mismatches? It should go without saying
that black screws with silver hardware or silver
screws with black hardware can look ‘tacky’.
However, if you aren’t concerned about his,
then obviously it isn’t such a big deal. It is better to change them now rather than later.
2. Check the Condition of the threaded holes in your
riser.
• Sometimes during the dipping, painting, or
anodizing process ‘gunk’ finds its way into the
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mounting holes and will cause problems when
you try to put the bolts into them. It is a good
idea to either take the correct size of tap, or the
correct bolt size and simply turn it into each
and every mounting hole on the riser that the
particular tap, screw, or bolt fits into in order to
clean out the threads. Taking care of this now is
a lot easier than having problems later.
3. What, if anything, will I use on the threads to help
keep the bolts tight?
• Danger It should go without saying that the
use of red Loctite® is “verboten” when it comes
to the mounting of any accessories on your bow,
sight, releases or anything that is mounted on
that bow or equipment.
• You should never consider using any hot melt
glues for this purpose.
• You should never consider using any “fast-set”
gel glues for this purpose either. They aren’t
designed to handle this type of application.
• Blue Loctite® or its equivalent has gained in
popularity over the years. It normally allows for
the removal of the screws or bolts with “some
resistance.” However a word of caution is in
order: for any bolt size 10-24 or smaller, I don’t
recommend the use of blue Loctite®! This is
your choice, but with the smaller screws/bolts
of that nature, you are at a high risk of having
the Loctite® hold too well and as a result, you
can’t get those screws and/or bolts loose without stripping out the bolt heads! More is not
better, so, if you use this stuff, use it sparingly!
• Caution Be especially wary of “over-tightening,” especially when it comes to bolts/screws
on cams, cam modules, or bow sight parts!
Often times the metals are dissimilar and this
alone can cause the screws and bolts to “seize
up.” What you normally have is a steel screw or
bolt (a harder substance) being tightened into a
softer substance (aluminum). As a result, the
harder substance can score up the softer substance and the bolt’s threads get particles pulled
into them. As vibration occurs and eventual
moisture sets in, then the bolts can, if overtightened, seize up or at least make their
removal exceedingly difficult. Loctite® or its
excessive use could magnify this problem.
Ruined cams and modules are bad enough, but
imagine the damage when a bow’s riser sight
mounting holes are stripped out, or you have
stripped out the bolt/screw heads, or worse yet,
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broken one off inside the hole?
Yet another caution, especially for smaller
bolts: never use an old Allen wrench that
appears to be even slightly rounded off when
trying to loosen or remove these smaller bolts
on accessories such as sight mounts and especially cam modules! If those bolts are overtightened or have “seized up” from rust or too
much Loctite® then by using a worn Allen
wrench, you could round out the Allen heads
and create a difficult problem. A new Allen
wrench is far less expensive than a new module
and cam or trying to get an “easy-out” unit to
get the bolt loosened up!
• I’m not saying that using blue (but not red)
Loctite® isn’t a good idea; it is just that I prefer
not to use it on my equipment. If you are comfortable with this product, or similar ones, then
fine. Just be aware that with this product “more
is not always better” and can cause potential
problems. Use it sparingly.
• I’ve found that simple bowstring wax placed
Continued on Next Page
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upon the threads of the bolts/screws works
quite well in allowing you to mount the accessories. It provides some lubrication to help the
screws go in easier, can help provide a moisture
barrier, and also seems to help prevent the
screws from working loose.
Clear finger-nail polish also works well on bolt
threads. In my opinion, while it may not be better than blue Loctite®, it is safer.
Yet another thing I’ve used is Fletch-Tite®
fletching glue, but when I did use it, I used it
sparingly. (More is not always better.)
Finally, there is the old standby, which I’ve really come to prefer: This old stand-by is nothing
at all on those threads! My preferred method is
to not over-tightening the screws and simply
tightening them up after 100–500 shots or so
out of the new bow. It has been my experience
that after about 100-500 shots, if bolts are
going to come loose, that is when they will do
it, so I snug them up. We will talk about this
subject a bit later on, so keep it in mind. I have
found that after this initial snuging up, I’ve not
had any issues with screws/bolts coming loose.
Once again, as you’ll discover when we go
through the mounting of these accessories,
becoming ProActive reaps many benefits down
the road when (and not if ) you need such benefits.
Yes, I know I covered this before, but I cannot
stress this enough, so I’m saying it again. When
mounting any accessory, use an Allen wrench
that is in good repair. Do not use Allen wrenches that have rounded edges on them. You are
asking for problems. Become ProActive and use
only good equipment.
You can purchase set screws with nylon tips on
them, but finding them in the smaller sizes can
be difficult. Spott-Hogg, with their Premier
and Infinity series arrow rests actually provide a
nylon-tipped set screw that is ideal for placement thru the threaded portion of the rest
extension and into the second hole on the riser
(if there is one—see photo of cushions above
right). However, the threads are not 5⁄16-24, so
this needs only to be snuggled up to stop the
arrow rest from movement on the vertical
plane. It is still a good idea to use the suggestions below.
There is another way to assist in mounting
accessories that have dead end holes in the riser,

or the bolts/set screws come in contact with the
riser or carbon/steel components. This method
will not only help to keep those bolts or screws
snug, but it will also help you to prevent marring up the riser (if mounting arrow rests), or
will help keep you from fracturing the carbon
(such as a cable guard rod) with solid metal

screws. You can deal with this situation by making your own “mounting cushions,” especially
for cable guards made of carbon fiber or if you
want to use the set screws that are in the mount
for your arrow rest but do not want to mar the
riser. Here’s how to make them: if you have a
leather punch, then this is an easy task to cut
out a piece of rubber or leather slightly smaller
than the bolt hole. Simply cut it out and place
it into the screw hole before putting in your
mounting or set screws. If you don’t have a
leather punch, you can use a drill bit that you
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have ground down the chuck end of the bit to a
flat and sharp surface. Find the size bit you
need, place the leather, rubber, or whatever is
soft, onto a piece of waste wood, tap the drill bit
solidly with a mallet and cut out the “cushions”
of the proper size to fit the bolt/screw hole.
Some people even use wadded up tape or cut
outs from plastic milk cartons for this purpose.
You’ll be amazed at how well this works! This
isn’t anything that I invented. These have been
used for multi-rod carbon stabilizers with sliding weights for years. It stops the set screws
from damaging the carbon rods and holds the
sliding weights in place much better. I simply
picked up on it when mounting other types of
accessories (see photos left).
Mounting the Cable Guard Rod

Many bows today come with cable roller guards.
However many still use straight cable guard rods and
still others have “angled” or “bent” cable guard rods
that allow you to adjust the rake. Question: “What are
you going to do when the bent or angled cable guard
works loose and you lose your rake adjustment?
While proper mounting of the cable guard can help

delay this, having a “plan” on how to make sure that
when it comes loose, you won’t lose your tune and
draw length, and have vane/feather contact on the
cable guard. You should be capable of putting it back
in place; and I mean the exact place where it was
before it came loose, shouldn’t you? Think it through.
If you are sloppy about mounting this accessory, then
you are asking for problems.
Another True Story This time, the story isn’t about
my shooting. This happened only a few short weeks
ago during a league. One of our top shooters, who has
shot numerous 60X rounds was shooting along just
fine, when all of a sudden an arrow went off out into
the 4-ring on him. He said, “What the heck?” He
went to draw back the next shot and noticed his
feathers were rubbing deeply on his cables. He mentioned to me that his feathers were hitting his cables
and he just shot a wide “4”. I glanced over and immediately told him to check his adjustable-rake cable
guard, that I’d bet it had come loose on him. Sure
enough, that was exactly the case. Problem is, he didn’t know where it was set before it came loose. He
hadn’t ever marked it or even thought about marking
it before. Well, he eye-balled it to get clearance back,
Continued on Next Page
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shot two solid 5’s, adjusted the rake a bit wider, and
got into the X ring again. He ended up with . . . a 56X
299! Had he not lost the rake on that cable guard,
he’d have likely had yet another 60X-300. Simple
thing, high cost. Obviously, he now has that cableguard rake marked for when it comes loose again.
1. If your bow comes with a “bent-style’ or angled
cable guard rod or straight rod with an adjustable
“rake,” I feel it is imperative to perform a few simple steps while mounting this item to the bow.
• Read the owner’s manual concerning the
attachment of the cable guard! This will likely
give you the configuration for the cable routings, even if you have a “roller guard.” Sooner or
later you will have to change cables, so you need
to know how to do this anyway.
• Put the bow into a good quality bow-press and
press the bow so that the cables and string are
loose.
• After having checked that the mounting hole’s
threads are clean and clear, simply screw the
cable guard into its mounting hole and cinch it
up, and then, after using some cushions into
those set screw holes (see above) lightly tighten
the set screws, if that is how the guard rod is
held into the riser or mounting bracket.
• You will be establishing the “rake” later, once
you have mounted the arrow rest.
• Install the cable glide onto the cables, being
certain to follow the correct crossing pattern for
the cables. For most all cable-guarded bows,
this is extremely important and should not be
reversed. Yes, I know I just repeated myself, it
was for good reason.
Question You are shooting for score and suddenly your “bent-angled” cable guard rod
comes loose and you have zero cable clearance.
What have you done ProActively to insure you
can get your cable guard rake back to where it
was before the cable guard came loose? See the
photo below—it is so simple, yet few people
bother to do this and wonder why, when it happens they can’t get their grouping quite right
for quite some time, or set it “close enough” and
go on. Be ProActive!
2. If your bow comes with a straight-rod cable guard,
I still recommend that you put the bow into a bow
press to relax the cables. I can be really difficult to
put the cables into the glide, orient the cables, and
then try to hold the bow and pull the glide and
cables over the end of the guard rod. I’ve seen
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many a brand new set of cables chaffed or cable
strands cut while trying to do this the “hard way.”
It makes it easier to get the rod into the riser
and precludes pre-loading the set screws so that
you can cinch those bolts down tightly without
any bias on them. Remember, you can permanently damage a carbon cable rod by over-tightening
those set screws. I recommend the use of the cushions I suggested above. Now you can install the
cables into the glide in their correct orientation,
and then place the cable glide onto the cable rod.
Some cables route through the cable glide, while
others snap into slots on the cable glide. Either
way, it is much easier to install the cables into the
glide if the bow has been pressed so the cabling
system is loose. Caution Before backing down or
releasing the bow press, make sure the cables and
bow string are correctly mounted into the cams.
Failure to do so could seriously damage the cables
and string and/or damage the bow or cause injury
to you when you attempt to draw the bow back
after taking it out of the bow press.
Mounting the Bow Sight Mounting Bracket

Do you recall the scenario at the beginning of this
article concerning an archer suddenly shooting high?
Well, this particular item has been a culprit for many
a shooter and ends up being one of the last things
shooters check (most never think about this at all
until it is too late) when you start shooting high, and
higher, and higher. You fail to check this item until
finally you’ve run out of things to check! Read on for
some hints to help alleviate the problem during your
Archery Focus

accessory mounting routine. But first:
• Have you checked the riser mounting holes to
make sure they are clear and that the bolts you will
be using work easily in those threads?
• Have you checked the length of the bolts?
• Have you checked the Allen heads to make sure
they aren’t rounded off or worn?’
• Are you using an Allen wrench that is in good
shape and not rounded off or worn?
• Have you checked that you have the correct
mounting bracket for your sight? (And, yes, I’ve
seen people use the wrong mounting bracket.)
Now you are ready to mount the sight bracket to
the riser. This is no big deal, or is it? Many of you will
simply place the mounting bracket directly onto the
riser without anything between the riser and the
bracket. This gives you a metal on metal mounting;
not necessarily all bad, but a “cushion” of some sort
will not only provide you with something to prevent
the bracket, when it does come loose, from marring
the riser. This cushion will also help to keep the
mounting bolts tight and less likely to come loose.
There are several things you can use to do this. Some
of those are (in no particular order):
• A thin piece of rubber that has holes in it matching those on the sight mounting bracket. Very,
very effective; in fact some sights still come with
these, but very few nowadays. You can make one
very easily, and cut it to shape after you’ve made
the holes in it. You simply trim it to size before the
final mounting of the bracket.
• Using a piece of plastic from a milk jug to make a
cushion. This is very easy to do and the plastic is
readily available, too. This provides a nice, soft
cushion for that mounting bracket and, if done
right, is nearly invisible, too (see photo above right).
• You can also use clear plastic from any of a variety
of packaging components, even from “blister
packs.” The packaging from your arrow rest or
release aid can be used to make this cushion.
• In the past, lots of shooters used clear caulking
material as their cushion and then once they had
the sight mounting bracket tightened down, they
would caulk around it with the clear caulking. By
far, this is my least favorite method for providing a
cushion and as a preventive of the sight mounting
bracket moving. I don’t see this much anymore,
but the problems with this method are, of course:
getting the caulk into the mounting holes, having
an uneven spreading of the caulk on the back of
the bracket, causing a “bias” in the mounting of
Archery Focus

the bracket to the riser (this will play havoc with
proper leveling of the vertical bar to the riser and
also your and 2nd, 3rd, & 4th axis alignments), and
temperature variations, should the bolts become
loosened, will cause varying degrees of movement
and have you really guessing, because you have put
your faith into the caulking to hold things static
for you. Thus, you won’t be checking for this when
the scenario above happens.
Making a Sight Mounting Bracket Cushion So, I’ve
talked about the advantages of a sight mounting
Continued on the Next Page
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bracket cushion and now I’ll tell you how to make one
for your sight mounting bracket. Since I favor using
milk carton material, I’ll go through making your
cushion out of milk jug plastic. You will need the following: A milk jug; a sharp hobby knife or a sharp box
cutter blade; a drill bit of the right size, a mallet; a
piece of wood to use as a cutting board (so you don’t
tear up your table or desk top); a straight edge; your
sight mounting bracket; the sight mounting bolts,
and an Allen wrench that is in good condition.
1. Cut out a piece of the plastic from the flat side of
the milk carton. Just make sure it is over-sized for
now.
2. Place this plastic onto the piece of wood you are
going to use as a cutting board
3. Place your sight mounting bracket on top of the
plastic. If you want, you can clamp the bracket
down on the plastic for the next step, but you don’t
have to.
4. You can either use a fine-tip magic marker to mark
the spot where the holes go, or if you have your
butt-end of the drill bit flattened down, you can
use your mallet and bit now to “Punch” the two
holes through the plastic that match your sight
bracket’s mounting holes.
5. Outline the shape of your sight mounting bracket
onto the plastic.
6. Cut out your cushion using the straight edge to
get things cut cleanly. I don’t recommend you trying to cut around the bracket itself. I cut myself
pretty badly one time trying to hold the bracket
and do the cutting at the same time. That was not
fun and hurt like the blazes. In addition, the danged bracket, even when clamped down seemed to
want to move just at the wrong time forcing me to
start over.
7. If you haven’t made the holes from step #4 yet,
now is the time to make the holes by using the
drill bit, or even a hand held paper punch or, if you
have one, a leather punch. I do not recommend
using the drill bit in a high speed drill right
through your sight mounting bracket. One slip of
the drill, and you could oval out that mounting
hole, which isn’t a good idea at all!
8. Once you have your holes into the cushion, you
need to use the sharp blade to smooth out both
sides of the plastic so it is totally flat.
9. Put your two mounting bolts through the bracket;
put the bracket cushion onto the mounting bolts.
Then, put two of the punched leather or plastic
cushions into the mounting bolt holes in the riser.
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(Unless your riser is drilled completely through. In
this case, you don’t need “cushions.”)
10.Attach the sight mounting bracket to the riser and
tighten the two bolts. Caution Do not over-tighten these bolts. I do not recommend the use of any
Loctite® products on these two bolts! In my opinion the heads on these two bolts are too small and
too easy to round out the Allen heads if you even
slightly over-tighten them and then try later on to
remove them for whatever reason. Remember
what I said about dissimilar metals and steel
against aluminum? There is a lot of stress placed
on this mounting bracket from lateral movement
of the sight extension bar and also in the vertical
plane just from the weight of the scope and vertical bar. The longer the sight extension, the more
stress is placed upon the mounting block! It seems
that the vibrations from the riser, once the bolts

are set, seems to tighten them even further! If you
want to use bow string wax or finger-nail polish on
the bolts before placing them into the riser; both
those will work (see comments made earlier on
this). My experience has been that if I snug up
these two bolts without really “reefing” on them,
they might come loose slightly after the first 100
shots or so, but once they are snuggled back down
they normally don’t come loose, even without the
use of Loctite® or similar product.
Yes, I know you are thinking, “didn’t he say
when they come loose?” Yes, I certainly did. So
now comes the question: “So what can you do to
be ProActive and have a visual check concerning
these two bolts are staying in position?” Think
about it. I had the situation a few times in the past,
but not anymore. Usually on a new mounting, the
screws, if they come loose at all, will come loose
after 100 shots or so. I snug them (not reef on
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them) to get them tight again, and I’ve not had
them come loose again. This is not to say it can’t
or won’t happen, but it hasn’t; at least not yet.
However, I’m “set up” so that I will know instantly at a glance if these bolts are a culprit for me suddenly shooting high or not. Figure it out yet?
Solution: Mark the bolt head with a matching line
on the bracket. So simple. You now have that visual reference (see photo).
So, there you have it, a simple solution to prevent
marring of the riser from the sight mounting bracket,
a cushion to help keep those bolts tight, and a means
of having a ProActive quick visual check to see if
those bolts have moved or not. Now, you also should
know the first thing to check if, out of the blue, you
start shooting high? This is so simple, but I have seen
this item cause the problem and yet not be isolated
until the shooter has lost a lot of points on their score;
sometimes they’ve even finished their lousy score and
don’t discover the cause until much later on!
One last thing, while you are at it, you should also
visually mark the position of the sight extension bar in
a contrasting color, so that you aren’t trying to
remember which extension hole you are using (see
photo)! This is an easy, but often overlooked task. I’ve
seen more than one shoot-off lost because when the
shooter pulls out his/her bow to re-assemble for the
shoot-off, he/she, in the excitement of the moment
forgets to put the sight extension where it belongs. I
even seem to remember a Vegas shoot-off being lost
in one of the divisions and also an Iowa Pro-Am
shoot off being lost in the BHFS Division because of
this very problem. Those weren’t the first I’ve seen
and I hardly think they’ll be the last either. The
shooter simply didn’t put the sight back on with the
correct extension and only discovered it after the fatal
miss that may have gone better for them, had a simple visual cue been available to them.
Mounting the Arrow Rest to the Riser

The proper mounting or any arrow rest is extremely
important. In order to get it right, and preferably
right the first time, is not as difficult as you would
think. However, many archers simply go through the
motions when they mount their arrow rest and don’t
really think about this process ProActively.
Most bows have only one mounting hole, often
called the “Berger Hole,” for the mounting of the
arrow rest to the riser. Some bows, such as the Merlin, Barnsdale, and some models of the BowTech and
Elites have two mounting holes for the arrow rest.
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Some arrow rests accommodate the use of two bolts,
while most don’t. If your bow has two mounting
holes, it is up to you to decide upon how you want to
mount the arrow rest; either with one bolt or with two
bolts. There are even some arrow rests made that have
individual mounting holes for the placement of that
rest forward or back onto the riser (Spot-Hogg Premiers and Infiniti’s are examples). Others, such as the
Hamskea Versa-Rest, the Brite Site Pro Tuner Jesse
Mount; the AAE Freakshow, most models of the Trophy Taker arrow rests, and others will have a mounting slot cut into them so you can position that rest at
any point forward or back on the riser. Still other
bows have arrow rests available that mount solidly
because the rest is designed to be shot with that brand
of bow (Hoyt and Mathews come to mind). If the
arrow rest can be solidly mounted and pretty much
locked into place, then you only need to take care
concerning not marring the riser and/or over-tightening those 5⁄16–24 Bolts and/or stripping out the Allen
heads.
So, let’s discuss some particular arrow rests and
how to attach them to the riser with a minimal risk of
them coming loose or moving. We’ll also re-address
the “set-screw” issue.
Arrow Rests of the Spott-Hogg Premier or Infiniti,
3-D Rover Type These have two or more threaded
mounting holes on the rest arm itself. They also
include a nylon tipped set screw that you can use as a
second bolt lock-down in the event your riser only has
one hole. All you have to do is to select which mounting hole, based upon the riser shape and/or how far
back you want the arrow rest to sit behind the riser.
Then, depending upon how many holes you have in
the riser, consider the hints below:
1. One Mounting Hole on the Riser If you don’t have to
set the arrow rest all the way back, then I would
recommend you use the mounting hole on the
arrow rest that places the rest closest to the riser.
This leaves the other hole available for use of the
threaded set screw. That screw is nylon tipped, but
I still recommend that you use either a thin rubber
insert, or a thin leather insert, or even multi-layered pieces of masking tape inserted into the hole
before tightening down the set screw. This helps
prevent marring the riser and actually can help in
keeping both the set screw and the main mounting bolt tight as well.
If you use a single bolt alone, then the use of
a larger washer. I recommend stainless steel or
Continued on the Next Page
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Spott-Hogg

Hamskea

blued steel along with an “internal Star Washer” to
help keep the mounting bolt tight. I’ve never had
an arrow rest mounting bolt come loose when
using a “Shake-proof Internal Star Washer” (see
photo).
If your arrow rest has only a solid mounting
bar and one mounting hole, it likely has threaded
set screw holes in the mounting bar. This is okay,
but as I mentioned earlier, it is a good idea to make
small rubber or leather inserts and place those into
the set screw holes before tightening up the set
screws. Once again, the set screws don’t need to be
super tight, just simply snuggled up.
2. Two mounting holes on the riser: If you have the luxury of two arrow rest mounting holes in the riser,
you can set your arrow rest how you want it, and
use the extra hole on the arrow rest mounting bar
to insert a second bolt to hold down the riser, and
not be concerned about a set screw marring your
riser. Options here include:
• If the rest is of the Spott-Hogg variety, you can
use the nylon-tipped set screw through the hole in
16

the arrow rest and simply tighten it snugly
enough to hold the
arrow rest’s level mounting angle. Caution The
threads on this bolt are
not 5⁄16-24, so don’t
expect to tighten it far. It
only needs to be snug in order to hold the arrow
rest in place!
If the arrow rest doesn’t have extra holes for a
large bolt to go thru, but the end of the mounting
bar extends beyond that second hole, then you can
simply use a normal 5⁄16-24 set screw through the
sight window side of the riser and snug it up to the
arrow rest mounting bar! This works well, and also
doesn’t stick out into the sight window.
• If the arrow rest’s arm has a longer slot in it which
allows for you to move the arrow rest forward or
back in any increment, then I’ve found that you
can use a “Button head” bolt in one of the holes
(with a smaller washer) and then a cap screw as the
other mounting bolt. This will give you and
absolutely solid mounting of your arrow rest that
will not come loose, or if it does, the arrow rest will
not slip out of position.
Some Other Hints On Arrow Rest Mounting Some
people, in order to help prevent “slipping” of the
arrow rest should it come loose, will use a thin layer of
double stick tape cut to the shape of the arrow rest
mounting bar. Others use masking tape to accomplish
this, but beware: Masking tape breaks down quickly
and should never be used on the riser itself. You will
not be able to get the glue from the masking tape off
the riser later on! Double stick tape also breaks down
after a time, and I don’t think that is advisable either.
Of course, as we previously discussed, you do have the
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option of a thin rubber liner or to make one out of
milk carton or plastic packaging material if you so
choose. This does provide the cushion between the
riser and the arrow rest. All you would have to do is
to make the hole in the cushion larger to accommodate the bolt(s).
Question How can you accommodate a quick
visual check to see if your single bolt mounted arrow
rest has slipped from its initial alignment? This can
happen (happened to me early on in my archery
career!), and you need to be ProActive from the start
concerning arrow rest alignment. Answer Outline the
contours of the arrow rest with a fine tipped marker of
a contrasting, visible color. Simple thing, but it will
save you a ton of problems in isolating what has happened, as well as points on your scorecard, because
you can fix it in seconds. Without the marks, you will
likely not know for sure, and definitely not know
where it was to begin with, will you? I’m sure you
realize the impact on the nocking point and tune of
the bow should that arrow rest come loose and start
moving around, correct?
A Quick Note Regarding Limb-Driver Style Arrow
Rests In my opinion, it is a good idea to measure and
mark the positioning of the limb clamp(s) on any type
of split-limb mount for the Limb-Driver style or
Hamskea Versa-Rest if that is what you are using.
When that mount works loose and slips, it can/will
wreak havoc with the “tune” of that arrow rest.

In addition, once you have established the positioning of the lanyard on a cable-driven fall-away
arrow rest (such as a Trophy Taker, a Ripcord, or
whatever), it is a good idea to not only tie it in solidly, but also to tie in above that lanyard with something
that won’t slip. When the lanyard moves, it normally
gets moved up the cable, and this will really cause
problems if not caught immediately. I have also meaArchery Focus

sured that distance down from cable guard to the lanyard and then marked this on my bow square and in
my notebook of settings. When that lanyard moves, it
will change the “timing” of that arrow rest and really
mess things up!
Pressure Point “Starting Point” One last thing is to
mark the “starting point” you use for the in/out positioning of the launcher blade from the inside of the
sight window. It is nice to know where you started
from so that you know how much have moved it.
Once the bow is finally tuned, however, you then
remove the “starting point” marks and mark the
“tuned ones.” Simple, you say? Well, I’m here to tell
you that I’ve seen countless mid to high level shooters

who haven’t a clue where their center shot or nocking
point are when the bow is shooting well. Then, when
their rest either moves or they move it, are totally lost
as to where it was when they started! This is a major
oversight committed by top shooters quite often! The
picture below shows what I’m talking about. This particular picture is for my Hamskea Versa-Rest launcher
and represents the final tune point. I also have this
marked with my “short arrow technique” and also a
sight window template that I built. However, this
provides me with a second quick visual check; on the
rest itself, and the second from a rear view behind the
launcher. You are likely thinking, “Why two visuals?”
Continued on the Next Page
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The arrow rest may not have moved, but, especially in
the case of some single bolt models and some “sloppiness” in two bolt blade mounts, that blade can get
“bumped” and knocked out of position quite easily, or
the single bolt comes loose and you don’t know it.
(Remember the story of me losing three points in two
shots at the beginning?) Having this second visual is
a worthwhile backup plan and once again “ProActive
Archery” at work.
Mounting Bow- ling, Stabilizer Quick Disconnects,
or Stabilizer V-Bar Mounting Brackets I can read your
mind! You are thinking, “Marking the position of my
bow sling, quick disconnect and V-Bars? Is this guy
nuts?” Well, the positioning of those V-Bars and yes,
even the bow sling mounting can affect your shot!
You work hours and weeks getting the angle of the VBars right and making sure that the mount is square
to the riser, correct? Do you really want to trust your
memory as to the “numbers” those things are set
upon? I would hope not! Mark them with a visual reference that is easy to check quickly! When they move
(and in the case of V-Bars, it is definitely a “when”)
you can, through your visual reference, put them right
back in a jiffy. Without this marking you are trusting
memory, which at times of pressure becomes faulty.
The picture of my setup makes this much easier, since

my particular V-Bar set has the back stabilizers in one
plane alone. Thus, I only need to know that the
mount is still correctly positioned.
There are a huge varieties of bow-slings, stabilizer quick disconnects, and stabilizer V-Bars and back
bar mounting brackets out there. It seems like something different is released on a daily basis. Things to
concern yourself with, in order to be Pro-Active are:
Bow Slings I recommend if you are using a bow
mounted bow sling (that you put your hand through)
that you mount this bow sling permanently and either
use a quick disconnect, or a V-Bar/side bar mounting
bracket to keep the bow sling in place. I see people
who remove their stabilizer and wrist sling after every
shooting session and then re-install them the next
time they shoot. One would not think that something
as superficial as a measly bow sling could cause a
problem, but I know from experience that even a
small misalignment of the bow sling can cause you
problems with your repeatability and could cost you
points. This game is all about replication and anytime
you have something that can or is moved from one
session to another will cost you points. So, I recommend that if you use this type of bow-sling, mount it
permanently. I’ve seen a lot of shooters going to simply a length of D-loop material or parachute cord, or
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even 1⁄8˝ nylon rope and tying it through a hole in the
riser. Nothing wrong with this other than you being
aware that sooner or later it will wear off the paint,
dipping, or even anodizing from the area around that
hole in the riser.
Quick Disconnects It is my recommendation that if
you are using a quick disconnect with a slot in it that
you insert a short metal dowel rod into that this opening be on top, and not on the bottom or on the side
of the bow. The reasoning is simple: When you forget
to snug it up tightly enough, if you have the slot
pointed downwards, your stabilizer will hit the floor
and not only disrupt you, but it will disrupt the shooting line, too. If it is mounted so the slot is to the side,
then you have the potential when you forget to snuggle it up tight enough, to have the stabilizer “waggle”
left and right, and/or the stabilizer will work itself off
center and cause slight misses until it falls out. I also
mark my quick disconnects, when I use them to line
up with a line on the riser that is visible. Might be
anal, but ProActive archery leaves as few stones
unturned as possible.
V-Bar and Counter Balance Brackets It is impossible to discuss these, since there are so many variants
out there. The best piece of advice I can give on this
is to mark their locations clearly so that when one of
them gets bumped or comes loose, you can get the
unit back to the exact position it was in before it
moved. Stabilization can be very sensitive and even a
small change in the angle up, down, left or right can
cause significant “drift” in how the bow steadies down
and it really can affect your impact point. Be ProActive and mark the position. It will save you in the long
run.
Notice in the photo (below) that the main stabilizer mount and the two V-Bar mounts all have a ‘blue
dot” on them? Do you know why? I always put those
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units on in the same orientation! Blue dot is up,
always up. Notice I use a 3-rod MAC (Merlin
Archery Centre) Stabilizer. I make sure that this unit
is in the same orientation every time. The positioning
of those 3-rods does indeed affect the shot, especially
in the wind. Being ProActive leaves as little as possible to “chance” or “forgetfulness.” For round stabilizers, this might not be so critical . . . or is it? I’ve seen
some stabilizers out there that the positioning up and
down and left to right vary depending upon the orientation of the quick disconnect of the style I’m using
now. Thus, once tuned, you don’t want to vary the
position, so you mark it and put the thing on the same
way every single time. I have seen people’s stabilizers
stick out at an odd angle, and the people are blaming
the bow’s stabilizer bushing, when in reality, it is the
stabilizer itself and the end of the stabilizer has not
been cut square! I also have indeed seen a few (very
few) bows that the stabilizer bushing was installed
crookedly. This is Simple . . . ProActive . . . Archery.
String Stoppers/Suppressors Last, but not least, is
taking care of the string stop that so many bows have
on them these days. Most instructions call for you to
adjust the string stop so that it either lightly touches
the bow string or that you have a “credit-card thickness” between the string at rest and the string stopper.
Many shooters don’t give much consideration to the
fact that this is yet one other item that can/will move
(and wear) with continued impact of the bowstring. It
is a good idea to mark the positioning of the string
stopper just like you do anything else. If/when that
string stopper moves it can affect shots and the tune
of the bow. So, once set, mark it. This item takes a
beating, and sooner or later it is going to be moved or
Continued on the Next Page
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get jarred loose. I know many shooters who take off
their suppressors without any ill effects. However, if
you are using yours, then mark its position so when it
moves, you can put it back.
Summary

So, there you have it, ProActive mounting of the
accessories onto any new bow. We discussed:
1. How important it is to be careful with the mounting holes in your bow’s riser. Inspect and insert the
bolts and screws into the mounting holes before
trying to mount your accessories into them.
2. How important it is to inspect the mounting bolts
and screws that came with the accessories before
using them, or, if using old bolts or screws to make
sure they are in good repair.
3. It is important to check the lengths of the bolts
and screws to make sure they are neither too short
nor too long. Different accessories may well require different lengths of bolts from
what you had before. Screws
and bolts that are too short
are much more prone to “help
you” strip out threads in the
mounting holes, so beware.
4. How important it is never to
use red Loctite® on any parts
that relate to your archery
equipment, but especially
your accessories cams, limb
bolt locks, limb bolts, etc. I
recommended that you avoid
the use of even blue Loctite®
for anything smaller that 5⁄16-24 threads, since
even this product could seize up and cause you to
strip out an Allen bolt head, thus forcing you to
use an easy out or worse! We also discussed that
the use of any instant glues is also verboten for
these applications.
5. We discussed the use of finger-nail polish, bow
string wax, or Fletch-Tite glue as a means of helping to hold bolts and screws snug.
6. We discussed the mounting of the cable guard rod
and bracket to the bow’s riser and to place the bow
into a bow press to take the tension off the string
and cables to help make this process easier.
7. Using a thin piece of rubber or leather as an insert
into the set screw holes for the cable guard rod was
offered up as a suggestion to help alleviate loosening and protect the carbon or even soft aluminum

cable guard rod.
8. Proper installation of sight mounting brackets by
using a cushion either cut out of thin rubber, or
from a plastic milk carton or soft plastic bubble
pack material and cut to the shape of the mounting bracket was offered up as a good alternative.
Follow up was to mark the bolts and the mounting
bracket so you can tell at a glance if they have
worked loose or not. It has been my experience
that normally after 100-200 shots they’ll work
loose, but once they have been snuggled up a second time those bolts normally won’t come loose.
However, by being ProActive and marking them,
a quick glance will eliminate that possibility when
you suddenly start shooting high and can’t figure
out why.
9. Proper mounting of the arrow rest to the riser was
discussed and several options were given. Among
these include: the use of two
bolts in there are two mounting
holes in the riser. The use of a
nylon tipped set screw into the
second hole in the riser if you can
do so. You can also, if your arrow
rest has a mounting bar that only
has one hole in it and your riser
two holes, simply place a 5⁄16-24
set screw thru the sight window
side of the riser and snuggle it up
against the arrow rest mounting
bracket. If you only have one
mounting hole and only one hole
in the arrow rest, then it was
strongly suggested that you use a
larger stainless steel or blued steel washer and on
top of that a Shake-proof internal Star washer to
tighten down the arrow rest. The ProActive part of
this is to outline the arrow rest mounting bracket
with a fine tipped permanent marker of an opposing and/or visible color.
10.Mounting of the wrist sling, quick disconnects,
and V-bar or counter weight stabilizers were discussed. The ProActive part of this being mounting
the wrist sling permanently and then for the quick
disconnects and V-Bar/counter balance brackets,
clearly marking their angles up/down, left right so
that when they move or get moved you can put
them back into place.
11.How critical knowing the positioning of all accessories, especially the “cable guard rake” can be, and
how to ProActively mark them so you have one or

“There is a lot of vibration
absorbed by your accessories and things eventually will work loose or
even move. If you know
where they were in the
beginning, it is a snap to
check them and put them
back into their original
positions.”
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more visual references/quick
checks when something goes
haywire.

“It goes without saying
that anything can happen; bows can fall off of
bow racks, bows can fall
over even when leaned
up against a tree.”

If you have ProActively
mounted your bow’s accessories, you will avoid stripping
out the bolts and screws associated with them, and when they
do come loose, move, or get bumped out of position,
you will, with a quick visual check, be able to put
them back where they were without skipping a beat
and also without losing very many points on your
score. It goes without saying that anything can happen; bows can fall off of bow racks, bows can fall over
even when leaned up against a tree. There is a lot of
vibration absorbed by your accessories and things
eventually will work loose or even move. If you know
where they were in the beginning, it is a snap to
check them and put them back into their original
positions. I intentionally did not discuss securing Dloops onto the string, items on the sight itself, such
as 2nd and 3rd axis adjustments, vertical bar mounting
to the sight extension bar and other related items.

That is beyond the scope of this
article, and I will discuss those
in a subsequent article. Now, go
out and enjoy your shiny new
bow with the assurance that, in
being ProActive concerning
how you mounted the accessories, you can have many
rounds of enjoyment on the
range and will spend more time shooting arrows than
fixing your equipment.

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Collegiate Archery:
The Team Round, Pt 1
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
Coaching college archers is often very similar
to teaching or working with any other group of
archers trying to have fun while working to get better.
One event that I have found makes this experience
different and more challenging is the Team Round.
While you can make it as simple as just explaining
how the Team Round is shot and making sure you
have the right number of kids on the team, I prefer to
be a little more creative.
First of all, to be able to prepare our teams for the
competition we must understand the rules of the team
round and how it’s shot. While I will explain the basics
of how the team round is shot I
encourage you to become familiar
with the complete rules for Team
Round Competition and for that I refer you to the
FITA Rule Book 2, Chapter 7 - Outdoor Rounds (A
free download at www.archeryworldcup.org, Ed.).
In an effort to eliminate confusion I will start out
by writing specifically about the Team Round for
Recurve Archers and will address any minor differences for Compound Teams at the end of the article.

Team Round, located one meter behind the shooting
line. The event starts with all three archers behind the
One Meter Line. Archer #1 can only cross the One
Meter Line after the Director of the Shoot (DOS)
starts the match and the time clock. The archer can
only draw an arrow from his quiver once he is on the
shooting line. If the archer crosses the One Meter
Line early or draws his arrow before he is on the
shooting line the judge will raise a yellow card requiring the archer to retreat behind the One Meter Line
to start again or be replaced by another archer. If the
archer fails to obey the yellow card and shoots his
arrow without starting over he
will receive a red card from the
judge and the team will lose its
highest scoring arrow of that end.
Archer #1 will typically shoot his two arrows and
promptly retreat behind the One Meter Line. Once
Archer #1 and his equipment has cleared the 1 meter
line Archer #2 can cross the One Meter Line, step
onto the shooting line and shoot his arrows. Once
Archer #2 and his equipment has cleared the One
Meter Line, Archer #3 can cross the One Meter Line
and shoot his arrows. It is important to note that the
archers have the option of shooting one or two arrows
at a time in any rotation as long as they shoot all six
arrows in the two minutes allowed. Each match in the
Team Round is four ends of six arrows with a maximum score, therefore of 240. If there is a tie at the end
of four ends, the teams will shoot a tie breaker. Each
team will have one minute to shoot three arrows, one
arrow per archer, and if the score remains tied the

Part 3 of a Series

The Team Round (At Least the Basics)

The Team Round is shot at 70m at a Target Face that
is a big red spot with a small gold spot in the center
which serves as the Bulls-Eye. The round is basically
a tag team event with three archers shooting six
arrows in two minutes. Each archer shoots two arrows
during that time frame in any order they choose.
I need you to picture the field now. Your team is
on Target #1. A One Meter Line has been added for

COACHING A COLLEGE ARCHERY TEAM
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2010 US Intercollegiate Archery Championship, CSU Long Beach

team with the arrow closest to the center wins. As in
other single elimination events, the winning team
advances while the losing team is retired.
Teaching the Team Round

How do you teach your team to shoot the team
round? Here is how I do it.
#1 Get them comfortable shooting the distance.
Obviously if you’re going to shoot a team round at
70m you need to get your team used to shooting the
distance as soon as possible. If your team is a group of
veterans this is not necessary. However, if you are
teaching new archers with little or no competitive
experience they may suffer some serious growing
pains when they move from 18m to 70m for the first
time . . . and it’s a cold cruel world, in the North and
East Regions in particular, that expects a brand new
collegiate archer to be ready to compete outdoors at
70m just thirteen days after shooting the US Indoor.
I like to start them out at 20m outdoors with a rule
that if they shoot them all in the blue they can move
back 10m. They make the move as individuals rather
than a group and simply continue that until you get
them all to 70m.
Archery Focus

#2 Get them comfortable shooting the target. Okay,
I get it. It’s a weird looking target (see photo above).
But it’s all about comfort zones. So help them find a
level of comfort shooting at a target from 70 meters
where anything outside the gold is a dadburn miss!
Elite and more experienced archers won’t have any
difficulty shooting this target. They will understand
that they want to clean it and will work to do just
that. The most important thing a coach can do for any
archer struggling in transition to this target is to help
them understand their stage of development and help
them establish what their expectation should be.
Some of your newer kids will benefit most by you letting them know that you know they are capable of
hitting that spot when they execute their shot. However, they really are not expected to hit that little spot
and that any hit that they can contribute to the team
is a bonus and will help to put us over the top. This
way I try to communicate the importance of their role
without putting any undue pressure on them.
#3 Get them used to shooting the timing. First, if
you’ve got new kids it can be fun just getting them
used to shooting with a timing light. But then, the
Continued on the Next Page
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clock becomes another authority figure who can take
things away from them without apology. A harsh
reality for a kid who got into shooting archery
because it was fun and relaxing.
Now that he has figured out how to cope with
shooting his three arrows in two minutes we sneak up
on him and tell him that in the team round he is
going to have to tag team with two team mates to
shoot a combined six arrows in those same two minutes. Initially panic can set in. All you have to do is to
convince them that one thing that all successful
archers have learned to do is to shoot aggressively.
Not fast, not rushed, not hurried . . . just aggressively.
Execute your shot, just the way you’ve been taught.
Not faster, just with a more aggressive mindset. They
learn to avoid any stalls or hesitation they may have
built into their shot when learning how to shoot a
good shot. Initially we taught them to slow down, not
to snap shoot and not to shoot so fast as we teach
them control and proper execution. Then later in
their development we find ourselves teaching them to
shoot faster by asking them to shoot more aggressively and helping develop a sense of urgency in the execution of their shot. This pays dividends in not only
the team round but all the competition they will enter
in the future.

#4 Teach them how to shoot the team round. Over
the years I have seen some pretty ugly team round
execution. But what do you expect since we seem to
let every group of three archers who participates in
the team round come up with their own plan. Come
up with a plan and teach it to each of your teams and
save them the pain of learning by trial and error.
This is the simple plan I teach.
1. There are three archers – Archer #1, Archer #2
and Archer #3.
2. There are 3 positions – Position #1 Shooter, Position #2 On Deck & Position #3 Spotter (see photo
right)
3. Each Archer must dedicate himself to doing the
best job he or she can in fulfilling the responsibility of the position he is in.
4. Start the team round with Archer #1 in Position
#1, Archer #2 in Position #2 and Archer #3 in
Position #3.
5. When you hear two blasts of the whistle all
archers prepare to perform their role but no one
crosses the One Meter Line.
6. When you hear one blast of the whistle the timer
starts with two minutes on the clock.
a. Archer #1 crosses the 1 meter line, steps onto
the shooting line, draws an arrow from his

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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2011 JMU Team Round Practice – L to R (Archer #2 Ciera Abatte - On Deck, Archer #1 Amanda Miller - Shooter,
Archer #3 Abbey Woods - Spotter) Photo by Brad Fiala

quiver and starts his first shot.
b.At this time Archer #2 must:
1.Be ready to go to the line at any second in
case Archer #1 vacates the line unexpectedly
due to a temporary equipment or execution
issue.
2.Watch remaining time and wind conditions
and provide details as required.
3.Watch Archer #1’s progress and execution
and provide support and encouragement as
needed.
c. Archer #3 is watching the target through the
scope and spotting Archer #1’s arrows verbally
after each shot.
7. When Archer #1 vacates the shooting line
a. Archer #1 crosses behind the 1 meter line as
quickly as possible and assumes Position #3 and
takes over Spotting for Archer #2
b.Archer # 2 crosses the One Meter Line only
after Archer #1 has completely vacated the one
meter area, steps onto the shooting line, draws
an arrow from his quiver and starts his first shot.
c. Archer #3 goes to Position #2, performs those
Archery Focus

duties staying ready and providing support to
Archer #2.
8. When Archer #2 vacates the shooting line
a. Archer #2 crosses behind the 1 meter line as
quickly as possible and assumes Position #3 and
takes over Spotting for Archer #3
b.Archer # 3 crosses the 1 meter line only after
Archer #2 has completely vacated the 1 meter
area, steps onto the shooting line, draws an
arrow from his quiver and starts his first shot.
c. Archer #1, if he has an arrow or arrows to complete, goes to position #2, performs those duties
staying ready and providing support to Archer
#3. If he has completed his arrows he simply
rotates to Position #2 and provides support.
d.Exception – If Archer #1 has shot his two
arrows but Archer #2 has an arrow or arrows to
complete then Archer #1 will remain in
Position #3 as the Spotter while Archer #2
returns to Position #2 and prepares to return to
the line.
9. When Archer #3 vacates the shooting line, there
Continued on the Next Page
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are two possibilities:
I. If all archers have completed shooting their
arrows now is the time to look through the
scope to check where your arrows hit and share
information with each other as a debriefing and
prepare to go to the target and score the end.
II. If arrows remain to be shot then proceed as follows:
a. If Archer #1 has an arrow or arrows remaining he crosses the 1 meter line only after
Archer #3 has completely vacated the 1 meter
area, steps onto the shooting line, draws an
arrow from his quiver and starts his remaining shot(s).
b.If Archer #1 has shot his two arrows and
Archer #2 has an arrow or arrows remaining
he crosses the 1 meter line only after Archer
#3 has completely vacated the 1 meter area,
steps onto the shooting line, draws an arrow
from his quiver and starts his remaining
shot(s).
c. If Archer #3 has an arrow or arrows remaining he assumes Position #2 and prepares to
return to the line while the Spotter (Archer
#1 or 2) remains in Position #3
10.When the line is vacated
a. Archer #3 crosses the One Meter Line only
after Archer #1 or #2 has completely vacated
the one meter area, steps onto the shooting line,
draws an arrow from his quiver and starts his
remaining shot(s).
b.Once all archers have completed shooting their
arrows now is the time to look through the
scope to check where your arrows hit and share
information with each other as a debriefing and
prepare to go to the target and score the end.

they at least kept the distance 50m for Compound
Team Round. Also even though there is room for
three team round targets on the mat the rules call for
two targets and for teams to shoot three arrows in
each!
As a result of this unusual arrangement teams
must decide their approach to make this happen. One
approach is to have each archer shoot one arrow into
each target. Another approach is to
assign Archer #1 to the left target,
Archer #2 to the right target and
Archer #3 to shoot one in each target. Both are acceptable, but I
will give you one important
piece of advice. Archer #3 needs
to be flexible enough to respond to
the spotter and shoot the target that needs an arrow.
The reason I say that is occasionally even the best
plan goes bad and archers have a mental breakdown
and shoot the wrong target or are caught by the wind
and miss the target they were shooting at but luckily
hit the other target. Well Archer #3 needs to be able
to pick up the pieces and finish out in a way that the
whole team still looks like heroes.
Summary

Just in this brief introduction to the team round you
begin to see how interesting it is and how much fun
it can be. In my next article I will get much deeper
into the preparation of a team to give them their best
chance to win.
Thanks for spending this time with me. I look
forward to seeing you on the shooting field.

And for Compound . . .

I have covered the basics of how to shoot the first end
of the team round for recurve archers. They will shoot
three more ends to complete the match and then
either retire or advance based on their performance. I
tell my team to just keep shooting until they either
make you sit down or put a medal around your neck.
The minor differences I referred to relating to
Team Rounds for compound archers are primarily
distance, target difference, and the “trickeration” of
the rules. Many things in the world of archery make
sense to me but the reasoning behind the Compound
Archers shooting 50m while the Recurve Archers
shoot 70m just escapes my understanding. However
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Core Archery Back Tension:
Defined and Demonstrated
A DVD Review
This companion DVD to Larry Wise’s best selling
book Core Archery will be most welcome by serious
compound archers. For those of you who can’t afford the
time or money to attend one of Larry’s seminars, this is
the next best thing. It wouldn’t hurt to have read Core
Archery, but it isn’t required to benefit from this program.
Larry Wise spent nearly forty years in front of a
classroom and this DVD shows that experience. Things
are largely well-organized and the presentation is thorough. Larry starts by recommending that, “if you are serious (about shooting better), you will keep a notebook”
and “pay close attention, the details are important.” I recommend you take notes, especially “Things to Do” when
you are practicing. Here the advantage of video is apparent as you can pause the program anytime you need a
break or get confused (or need to write something down).
You can skip back to a part and listen again, over and over
should you wish.
Larry uses three young people as demonstrators: Josh
Rapp, Cody Seiber, and Debbie Arnold. Most of the
demos are done by Josh who is a very good demonstrator
but I wish they had put a mic on him as his comments
are good but very hard to hear.
Larry begins the program the same way he begins his
seminars, with two questions:
Q1 When you nock an arrow, ready to
draw, aim, and shoot, what is your objective?
Q2 Describe in a few words
what is your anchor point.
He asks you to stop the DVD at this point to take the
time to actually write out answers. (It is too easy to later
say “Oh, yeah, that’s what I thought, too!). He does this
a couple more times during the program.
He starts with the need to define the terms we all use
(somewhat or a whole lot loosely). He also emphasizes
that you must be continually focused on the present
moment, what he calls present process thinking instead
of future thinking (such as the score you might get with
an arrow). Larry takes up about the first 25 minutes
defining all of the key terms, especially full draw position,
not only what it is but why it is the way it is. I would have
liked a bit more detail as to why back tension is desired
and why compound archer’s full draw position differs
from recurve archers, but there is a limit to how much you
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can cram into
one DVD.
Larry then
goes on to
introduce the
idea of a shot sequence and uses his Core Archery Form
Steps as a structure for most of the rest of the program.
What has to happen, when it has to happen, and how it
has to happen are all covered. This, in my opinion, is the
greatest flaw in most archers, the lack of a shot sequence.
Some steps are obvious: like you need to put an arrow on
the string before the draw, but should you be inhaling
during the draw or exhaling? When you raise the bow,
how high should you raise it? etc. Having a shot
sequence, or using Larry’s, allows you to organize your
practice around what works and doesn’t work in your
shot. Otherwise you are practicing the way losers do: you
go to the range, you shoot for a bit and if you can string
together a number of good shots, you call it a day, a good
day.
At the very end of the program Larry addresses
specifically breathing while shooting and how to practice.
Regarding the last topic, Larry points out with his characteristic sense of humor that most of the work champion archers do is blank bale at close range (“You don’t need
to practice walking.” Larry Wise). He also tells you how
to vary the amount of shooting you do and how much
rest you need. Scoring rounds should be no more than 23 times per week.
Larry Wise is a master coach in complete control of
his curriculum and he can be depended on to deliver the
goods. His teaching experience and coaching and shooting experience are deep and he has thoroughly examined
them. He shares the best of it in this DVD. I recommend
it highly (and if you act fast he has a terrific bundle going
on his website).
Core Archery Back Tension DVD
96 min DVD by Larry Wise, 2011
www.larrywise.com
US $35 (Currently being discounted)
Also on video Larry provides Bowstring and Cable Making for $14.95 and Arrow Trade Magazine Coaching
Articles for $4.95. All of these products are available at
www.larrywise.com.
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Using Brain Power
for Better Shooting
by Larry Wise
Introduction

“I shoot well in practice but when I go to a tournament I always fall apart!” or “I shoot well in tournaments except for two or three targets or two or three
ends.” are common comments I hear at tournaments
or from students. There are lots of people who can
win “World Championships” in their back yard but
not in unfamiliar surroundings.
I understand them because I’ve been there. I’ve
been up, down, and all around with winning, losing,
shooting well, shooting poorly, winning long shootoffs and losing them. I’ve had my bow stolen and I’ve
had bows break in the middle of tournaments but
somehow I kept coming back and winning again. And
so, the up and coming shooters or the old timers hav-

ing problems call me and want to know what my secret
is. They all want to know how to handle their “mental”
game so they can score better in tournaments.
There is no secret! That’s the secret! Two things
have to happen to assemble a competent mental game
– the same two that have to happen to assemble competent shooting form. To perform well in practice and
in tournaments you must first make a plan, a written
plan, and then you must fully implement that plan.
You must: plan your work and then work your plan! If
you don’t, then every shooting venture away from
home is a lottery – you don’t know what you’re going
to get.
I will bet my life’s fortune that 99.99% of all
tournament archers competing today have no writ-

Standing at full-draw at the Lancaster Archery Classic is not the time to begin planning what to do with your conscious mind during your shot
sequence. You need to build that plan months ahead of any tournament you want to shoot in and then practice that plan while shooting “official”
quality practice rounds at home or at your club.
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ten plan for the mental thought sequence they plan
to use for the next tournament. In fact, most don’t
have a written plan for their shooting form. Do you
think Tiger Woods has a specific set of conscious
thoughts he disciplines himself to use for every shot?
You bet he does! And he sticks to them knowing
that that is his best chance to perform well. No, he
doesn’t always win but having a plan puts the odds
in his favor. Going without a plan is not an option
because that puts you in that lottery situation with
winning – maybe you’ll win, but more than likely
you won’t.
Part One: A Physical Form Practice Plan

In practice (if you are doing it right), you use your conscious mind to micro-manage your body while you are
learning specific form elements. Since your conscious
mind can hold only one thought at a time you should
work on one form element at a time and that, my
friend, requires a plan. Without a written plan you
won’t build the best form you’re capable of building.
To learn good shooting form a practice session

Core Archery
Win
With
Back Tension

Step-By-Step Shooting Form
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Stance
Nock
Bow Hand Position
Release Hand Position
Posture Set
Raise
Draw
Full-Draw Position
Aim/Contract/Aim
Release
Follow-Thru
System Reset

larry@larrywise.com

717.436.9168

If you are serious about shooting and winning you will have a stepby-step plan for your physical form. You may choose to label and count
them differently than I do but you need to approach your form in a systematic manner so you can make notes, incorporate changes, and eliminate bad habits. You need to plan your work and then work your plan.
Archery Focus

must have at least three parts to it: First, blank bale
shooting at close range; second, a scoring round of some
kind; and last, finish with more practice at blank bale.
You have to keep a small notebook if your practice sessions are going to have their greatest level of
usefulness. If you don’t write them down in a notebook you’ll forget what you did during those sessions
and have to waste time repeating them.
Blank Bale and Conscious Control You must shoot
at a blank bale in order to practice a specific shooting
element. As an example, 99% of my students do not
have proper relaxed bow hand, properly placed so they
must spend time learning it up close to the bale, no
target face and eyes closed. It is a matter of feel.
Learning this one skill is done most efficiently
when you micro-manage it with your conscious mind
and to do that you need to close your eyes. If your
conscious mind is undistracted by visual input then it
is better able to focus on the bow hand and keep it
properly paced and relaxed during the entire shot
process.
Twenty shots for twenty days or, better yet, thirty shots for thirty days will establish this new hand
position as a habit. In other words, after this kind of
intense blank bale practice this hand position will be
run by the subconscious part of the brain. This is
how you learned all of the skills that you have
learned over the years like “riding a bicycle” or “tying
your shoes.”
Making blank bale shooting the beginning and
ending of every practice session is essential to learning each specific form element and building an overall good form. Skip it and you will pay the price down
the road when you get to that next tournament.
Shooting the same scoring round as part of your
practice sessions on a regular basis will help you gauge
your progress. These recorded scores will tell you if
your skills are improving or not improving. You need
to know that, so sandwich a scoring round between
two sets of blank bale shooting several times a week
(see sample dailypractice log on next page).
Completing Form Building After twenty or thirty
days of training one specific form element you can
move to the next element that needs to be rebuilt. It
takes time but in this manner you can rebuild your
entire shooting form. Remember, there is no
overnight fix to your shooting form problems.
Part Two: Making a Mental Game Practice Plan

Let’s say that you work hard for six months to build a
Continued on the Next Page
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DAILY PRACTICE LOG
DATE ________________________________________________________ BOW __________________________________________
OBJECTIVE ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
DISTANCE

# SHOTS

SCORE &
COMMENTS

BOW &
TUNING

BLANK
BALE

BLANK
BALE

Everyone should keep a practice log of some kind so they can establish a specific objective for each session, track tuning changes, keep records of practice scores and avoid wasting time repeating something that didn’t work.
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Continued on Page 32
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Two New Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Announces
Two New Archery Books!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
Archery Focus
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very consistent shooting form which is properly based
on good posture and use of back tension. Let’s also say
that your scores have improved and you’re ready to
head to a tournament to test your ability. What do
you think will happen? How will you score at the
tournament? Are you really ready? Will your blank
bale practice pay off?
The answer to these questions is “doubtful” at
best. I’m not trying to submarine your dreams by saying this, not at all. I’ve spent my entire teaching career
– 40 years now – helping people build skills so they
can accomplish their dreams. But I have to be honest
here and tell you that you are only half ready. Even if
you have great confidence in your ability you are not
fully prepared because you have not built and practiced a mental game plan!
So far in you’ve used your conscious mind to
micro-manage individual form elements like your
bow hand, your release hand, and your head position,
etc. That’s what you do in practice so that your subconscious mind can take over the operation of those

individual skills but, now, the conscious no longer
needs to manage them. The subconscious (unlike the
conscious mind) can control many operations at the
same time. The conscious mind, as mentioned earlier,
can hold one and only one thought or “picture” at a
time.
So, once all of the form elements are in place and
functioning like a well-oiled machine, what is your
conscious mind to do? The question is: when you are
shooting an official scoring round what should your
conscious mind be thinking?
If we try to micro-manage any one form element
our shooting process will stall because our body will
tighten. Excess and unneeded muscle tightening produce poor results; we need to stay relaxed.
If we think about “shooting a ten” then again our
body will tighten because while we are aiming, the
arrow landing in the ten-ring is a future result. If you
think about results then you can’t be mentally
engaged in the present-time process of shooting and
your form will falter.

A little less than six years ago, Claude
Fouche was sitting around a table with
two dear friends sipping wine. They
were discussing what things had made
them happy in the past and the topic
of archery popped up. Within a year
all three were shooting and Claude
was trained as a beginning archery
instructor.
Claude dove into fun shoots, city
park programs, and school programs
and quickly became a lead instructor
and then a regional manager, responsible for programs in about one third of
the city of Chicago.
Then the University of Chicago wanted to do a
study on whether participation in sports really
deterred participation in gang activity and wanted
archery to be one of the sports in the study. So, he
added to the youths and adults he was teaching
archery some of the toughest high school youths in the
entire city.
Bright-eyed eight year olds or at-risk high

schoolers, the outcome was the same.
We haven’t heard the results of the
study but we do know that the high
schools which got archery excelled.
The schools’ administrators saw the
positive effect Claude’s and the other
coach’s efforts were having and saw
that archery was a safe and popular
program.
Then a year or so ago, Claude
took ill and could neither shoot nor
coach. He had liver cancer. Claude
Fouche died this last February from
that disease at age 60. We missed him
when he took ill and we miss him

C l au de F ou ch e
In Memoriam
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more now.
We have many “Friends in Archery,” as we call
them, but none had so great an impact in so short of
a time as did Claude. He loved archery and his students loved him for sharing it. Paix a son ame.
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Several things are clear at this point: one, we can’t
engage in micro-managing thoughts while shooting a
scoring round and two, we must not think about
results, past or future, while executing any shot.
So what must we do?
The answer is that to perform at your highest
level we must engage in present process thinking! We
must channel our conscious thoughts so they involve
only the present time, the here and now! And they
must involve the shooting process in general terms,
not specific form elements.
This kind of thinking requires a plan and the discipline to execute the plan. Yep, just like with our
physical form we must plan our work and work our
plan when it comes to the mental game. So if you go
to a tournament without this plan you are taking part
in a lottery . . . and the odds are against you.
The Recipe What are the ingredients for a good
mental plan? There are other plans for the off-season,
pre-tournament and post-tournament but for now we
need to build a plan for that time when you are actually standing at the shooting line shooting arrows for
score.
I find the following conscious thought sequence
very helpful:

A Sample Mental Plan
Form Steps
1) Stance

Conscious Thought

Are your involved in
archery or committed to it?
The difference is explained
in the simple bacon and egg
breakfast.

In making the ingredients for this meal the chicken was “involved,” but the pig, the pig was “committed”!

1) Reaffirm Shot
Objective

2) Nock
3) Hand Position 2) Breathe/Relax
4) Posture
3) Visually Acquire
Aiming Spot
5) Raise
6) Draw
7) Full Draw
4) Set Full-Draw
Position
8) Aim/Tighten
9) Aim
5) Aim
10) Release
11) Follow Through 6) Evaluate/Breathe
12) Reset
Building a specific set of conscious thoughts around your physical steps
is essential for high-level tournament performance. If you don’t have a
planned set of thoughts then you open the door for all kinds of thoughts
to enter your mind while you are at full draw in a tournament . . . and
that’s a recipe for losing.
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1. Affirmation of my shot objective.
2. Relaxation breath.
3. Visually acquire target and “see” the arrow
impact it.
4. Feel my full-draw-position.
5. Complete the shot with back tension.
6. Evaluate and breathe.
Others use some different ingredients or they use
these same ingredients in a different order. Each
shooter has to decide what works for him/her and
build the most effective plan (see “A Sample Mental
Plan”).
Build your plan as a written plan. You must log it
in your notebook so that its effectiveness can be evaluated and modifications made as needed to improve
it. Those who have no written mental plan are only
involved in archery; the few who already have a written plan are committed to archery.
Let me explain the difference between “being
involved” and “being committed.”. Think of a “bacon
and egg” breakfast. Yes, the simple breakfast of America’s farmers.

The chicken is involved in making the bacon and egg breakfast because
she laid the egg. Then she went on her merry way to lay another. The
pig was committed to making the breakfast because he gave everything
he had!

Committed archers write a plan and then work to
implement it. They practice it during official-like
scoring rounds where they try to maintain their focus
on it during each and every shot. They practice their
plan during every league shoot and at every local
tournament. And they revise their plan as they feel it
Continued on the Next Page
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is necessary.
Here are explanations of each step in the mental
plan above:
#1 Affirming Your Shot Objective This, of course,
means that you first must have a shot objective;
many do not. To be an effective athlete you must
focus on the process of your sport, not the result
that you want to achieve. I watched the NASCAR
race the other night at the Chicago Land Speedway where Mark Martin, the old veteran, was in
third place for a restart with just a few laps to go.
The two or three guys in front of him were more
focused on “beating” the other guys and began
banging fenders and took themselves out of the
race. Mark stayed cool and focused on the driving
process that would get his car safely around the
track . . . and won!
Do not let your desire to hit the “ten” or the
“X” get in the way of making a process-oriented
objective. “Tens” and “X’s” are results and, as you
are at full draw, they are “future” results and have
nothing to do with the present shooting process.
So if you focus on results you will allow your
shooting process to be unattended and your success rate will be much lower than it should be.
The objective I like to have is to “execute this
shot with back tension.” If I focus on that process
then I will setup the best scenario for the arrow
going into the target center. This must not be a
micro-managing thought but a general thought
about shoulder position or back muscle feeling or
posture. Micro-managing will slow your shooting
and tense your muscles so don’t do it while shooting for score. Instead, stay focused on the general
process.
If you want to see some good examples of
both just watch golf on a Sunday afternoon around
five o’clock. Those golfers who are process thinking will manage their bodies properly and make
the critical putts while those who focus on results
will tighten and miss them. Some athletes are
what we call “gamers” and some are not. I suggest
to you that the gamers are the ones focused on
their processes while the others get side tracked
into thinking about results.
Many talk about a concept called “commit to
the shot.” Well, this is it. You commit to the shot
when you nock the arrow and affirm your shot
objective. Affirming your objective is shot commitment from that time onward the only thing on
your mind is completing your objective.
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#2 Relaxation Breath We have to breathe, right? So
why not put it to work by using it as a relaxation
technique. Properly placed in your mental game
sequence a deep breath will help you relax your
muscles so that you can perform your shot
sequence better.
Also, muscles require oxygen in order to
function well. If you fail to give them enough of it
then your aiming is shaky, your staying power is
lessened, and your ability to execute in doubt.
Consciously reminding yourself to breathe not

As soon as an archer turns his or her head toward the target and visually acquires the aiming spot they are beginning in the aiming process.
When the eyes lock onto the spot so do the head position, the neck position, the shoulder position and the rest of the lower body. Meanwhile,
the conscious mind can be running a video rehearsal of the shot being
aimed, released and impacting the middle.

only helps your muscles, it helps your mind stay on
track with a thought that helps your process and
blocks out other non-productive thoughts.
#3 Visually Acquire the Aiming Spot and “See” the Arrow
Impact It This is something that you have to do at
some point in your shot sequence anyway so make
it regular by putting it in your mental game plan.
For me, this occurs after I’ve nocked the arrow and
set my hands properly. That’s when I have to set
my posture upright, head over top my spine and
turn my head toward the target.
As I first see the “gold” or “spot” I begin aiming. Not with the bow sight but physically my
eyes, my head, and my entire body become oriented toward that one point in space. My mind
should be there too. My mind should be engaged
with the gold.
I prefer to do this by running a little video in
my brain. This mental visualization is always the
same for me and consists of seeing that arrow
being aimed through my bow sight, launched
Archery Focus

This position is reached when the drawing forearm and elbow are
rotated in line with the arrow. This position allows the “holding” of
the bow to be transferred into the back muscles and the arm to be somewhat relaxed. This transfer gives me the feeling that I’m in charge,
that I’m fully set to allow the shot to impact the middle.

toward the target and actually hitting the middle.
This “rehearsal shot” gives your mind and body the
best preparation you can get for actually making
the real shot.
#4 Feeling Full-Draw-Position As I’m drawing my
bow I can feel the control of the shot being transferred into my drawing shoulder and back muscles. This feeling of power and control is how I
will fulfill my objective. This feeling affirms that I
am in charge, which I am in complete control. I
know that I will complete this shot correctly
because I am putting myself in the best physical
position to do so . . . and I can “feel” it (see photo
top of this column).
This always gives me the sense of going
home. Have you ever been away from home on a
long trip? And when you get finally get close to
home and pull up your driveway it’s a great feeling.
You’re comfortable again. You’re in complete
charge again. That’s the way you need to feel at
this point in your mental shot routine, in charge
physically and mentally.
#5 Complete the Shot with Back Tension After you’ve
established your full-draw-position then your conscious mind must engage in completing the objective you set for each and every shot. You must
engage in present process thinking to ensure that
the shot gets completed by your back tension
process. When I was shooting my very best I was
able to do this effortlessly, it just happened. Other
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times it was only by working smarter that I got the
results I wanted. And when I didn’t work smart
and stick to my plan my shots faltered and my
score suffered.
#6 Evaluate And Breathe Because you’ve been looking
at the target center when the bowstring and arrow
are released you will see the arrow hit the target.
The natural thing to do is to check the impact
point.
Once you’ve learned the impact point you
must then use discipline to evaluate it. You dare
not get too high on praise for a good landing or
too low on criticism for a bad one. You must have
the discipline to carry yourself as near to neutral as
possible because out-of-control emotions very
often carry over to the next shot with adverse
effects.
You must evaluate the “shooting performance” more than the landing and make a quick
note about how well you met your process objective and how to do better on the next shot. If you
made a good performance then you must affirm
that you will do it again on the very next shot.
And now the really difficult part: You must
forget that shot . . . completely! This part is the
downfall of many shooters because they can’t let
go of the emotions surrounding a shot arrow in a
highly meaningful situation. By that I mean a
“high pressure” shot, a shot made when you are
tense and you expect a lot from yourself. This is
the time when you can’t clear your mind of the
emotion and it interferes with your focus on
shooting the next shot. In other words, you can’t
run your mental program cleanly and efficiently
without interruption.
Thinking about future results or about past
results can prevent any shooter from effectively
running their mental program. Therefore, to be
successful you must recognize that your mind is
otherwise occupied and stop all shooting actions.
Take a moment, allow your mind to clear (yep, this
takes practice), and then get on with the next shot
using only the thoughts that you’ve programmed
into your mental plan.
What’s Not In The Plan Is Also Important

It is important to note here that there’s a lot that is
not in the plan. There is no room in your plan for
negative thinking. There’s no time in your plan for
“winning” thoughts either because if you’re thinking
about either of those then you are not thinking about
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what’s important for making the shot in the present.
Likewise, there’s no time to think about your day
job, your spouse or kids, how your friends are shooting or whether your car will start when the tournament is over. Although these are important things in
your life, none of them contribute to getting “this”
arrow into the target center so you must eliminate
them from your mind before running your mental
program.
The important concept to remember here is that
you are “choosing” what you will be consciously
thinking. You can choose to think about the present
task and allow other non-present thoughts to pass out
of your mind. It takes practice, yes, but you can learn
to do it; you can learn “tunnel” vision for your mental
plan. And once you learn it, your game will get better
when it’s “crunch” time.
Trust Many archers and other athletes work hard
at both their physical game and their mental game but
don’t reap any rewards for their efforts. They don’t get
results because they don’t trust what they’ve built.
They don’t believe in themselves or see themselves as
winners. In short, they lack a good self-image.
Belief in yourself, of course, has to be there before
the tournament starts or you’re destined to fail. And
so, we get to another part of the mental game; pre-

tournament preparation. That and post-tournament
evaluation are two important parts of a complete
mental game that I’ll have to leave for another article
so I can give them the proper attention they deserve.
Conclusion

It didn’t take me long after starting my first year as a
public school math teacher to discover that when I didn’t plan well for an eighth-grade math lesson that it
went poorly. In fact, some of them were disastrous. The
same is true for archery tournaments: plan well and
your efforts will reap positive rewards. Make your plan
and take it with you to a tournament and you have a
better chance of shooting the scores you shoot at home.
Once again, there is no secret to being ready for
success, all you have to do is plan for it and then practice your plan. For many years I had a sign over the
door in my classroom:
Success is . . . Preparation Meeting Opportunity!
And preparing always comes first; it’s true for
learning math and for learning archery.
Plan . . . Practice . . . Win !
Larry

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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A Weighty Matter
Put in Balance
by Steve Ruis
Coaching archery is largely a matter of knowing what
the heck you are talking about and providing feedback
to archers. One aspect in this regard I feel we fail at is
helping archers find their balance. The most common
description regarding an archer’s stance is that it be
stable and balanced with “approximately 60% of the
archer’s weight on his/her toes.”
The question I have is “I get the idea of being balanced, by why 60% (specifically) on your toes and how
do you get an archer into that stance?” I did some
explorations into this and this is what I found.
Finding a Balance with a Bias

The idea of an archer being balanced at full draw
makes perfect sense. Any aspect of being out of balance will make aiming and execution more than a little uncertain. But holding several pounds of bow to
one’s side at arm’s length has to be compensated for.
This is done in two ways: one is by spreading one’s
feet far enough apart to provide
some extra leverage. To see what
I mean, try holding your bow at
arm’s length with your feet side
by side. Then spread your feet
somewhat and you will find the
task easier.
The second aspect of balancing an extended bow
involves the assist one gets from
the draw side. Since we are holding the bow on the
bottom half, when we draw the bow we are pulling up
a little when we are pulling back. The force from the
center of pressure on the bow’s grip back to fingers or
release aid has an “up” component that lessens the
load on the bow arm in the up and down direction. To
some extent the spreading of weight in the plane of
the shot supplies stability much like the long pole that
tightrope walkers use.
But none of this produces any front-back stabili-

ty, as all of the above is all in the archer’s left-right
directions, that is toward the target. By putting a
slight amount of extra weight forward on your feet,
you build in a bias, a bias to fall forward! But this is a
very tiny bias. At the same time, as you lean forward
you engage muscles to keep you from falling and this
actually makes your movements more predictable, less
random. If you are perfectly balanced along an updown (vertical) line, you are just as free to move left as
right, front as back. In fact you are free to move in any
direction. By leaning ever so slightly in one direction,
you decrease the tendency to fall in any other direction and increase it in the direction of the lean. Consider a broom handle. If you stand it up against a wall
flat, I can almost guarantee you it will fall over. If you
slightly pull the bottom end out a few inches from the
wall and lean it against the wall, you have predisposed
it to fall toward the wall, but the wall prevents it from
doing so, so it is now much more stable than when it
was put flat up against the wall.
This is the same thing an
archer does when he/she shifts
his/her weight forward a tiny
bit and then engages muscles to
stop the fall.
But this doesn’t answer the
question of how much should
be placed forward (55%, 60%,
67.8%, ?) nor does it help an
archer find that “sweet spot” where they are most stable. Trying to find that spot by trial and error seems
almost impossible so I set out to see if I could figure
out a way to measure it. And if it can be measured,
there should be a way to give archers feedback to help
them find their most stable balance.

“The question I have is ‘I
get the idea of being balanced, by why 60%
(specifically) on your toes
and how do you get an
archer into that stance?’”
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Weighing In

The only reference I could find as to measuring an
Continued on the Next Page
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athlete’s balance mentioned using “force insoles.” So,
I jumped on the Internet to see how much they cost
and, well, don’t ask. It’s like the prices in a fancy
restaurant: if you have to ask, you can’t afford it. So, I
spent more than a little time looking for something
that archery coaches could afford which would substitute and what I found were described as “ultraportable
bathroom scales” on eBay (see photo). These are small
digital bathroom scales that can accept 300 pounds
and read out the weight on them. When I first saw
the dimensions I wondered how one could get two
feet on them, they were that small. Then it hit me.
The platform was just about the size of one of my feet
. . . if I had two of them . . . hmmmm. Since they only
cost about $18 each, I bought two of them (in different colors so I could tell them apart).
Preliminary Measurements I dragooned my
Archery Focus colleague Brad Lasater to be my guinea
pig. First Brad scrunched both feet onto each scale to
see if they would read the same. Here is what we got:
Brad Lasater, Full Body Weight in Pounds
Trial
Red Scale Black Scale
1
168.6
168.6
2
169.0
168.8
So, both scales read the same amounts and were
capable of repeatable measurements within a fraction
of one pound. Then we looked at “normal” balance. I
had Brad take his normal archery stance, then placed
the scales so that he would be in that stance when he
stood on them. I asked him to be “balanced” and as
comfortable as he could.
Brad Lasater, Left-Right Balance in Pounds
Trial
Right Foot Left Foot
1
85.8
84.0
2
86.8
82.4
3
85.4
84.4
4
85.8
83.4
Clearly without a bow in his hand, he was quite
capable of an almost equal left-right weight distribution. Do note, though, that the right foot carried a few
percent (1-5%) more weight in each trial (whether this
will hold up as a trend remains to be seen).
The next trial was to see if we could see anything
regarding front-rear weight balance. Keeping Brad in
his normal stance, we put one scale under the ball of
his left foot, the other under his heel, and a block of
wood about the same thickness of the scales under his
right foot (to keep him level).
Initially I just asked to see what his “normal” balance was. (I put normal in parentheses because there
is nothing normal about this position. How often do
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you shoot in your stocking feet while standing on little-bitty bathroom scales?) Here is what we got:
Brad Lasater, Front-Rear Balance in Pounds
(Left Foot)
Trial
Front
Rear
Sum
1
38.2
44.8
83.0
2
35.0
51.2
86.2
The difference between Trials 1 and 2 were just
the red and black scales were switched in position
(front-rear). We didn’t do any more trials because a
problem came up. Because people are never really still,
these balances are designed to “lock” on a reading
once the reading settles down. Otherwise the readings
would keep jittering around which is irritating to people using these as a bathroom scale. What was happened during this experiment was that one of the
scales would lock down while the other kept changing. (If any electronic genius out there knows how to
disable this feature, it would be really helpful.)
It was encouraging, though, that the total weights
(see “Sum”) of the front and rear added up to almost
half of Brad’s body weight (half of Brad’s 168.9 lb is
84.5 lb). In fact the average of the two Sums was
exactly half of Brad’s weight (84.6 lb), indicating that
the L-R weight distribution was spot on.
Measurements with a Bow Brad didn’t have his
bow with him while we were making these measurements, so we used one of my bows. The first thing I
did was hand him the bow. The scale reading went up
from 169.0 pounds to 176.2 pounds indicating that
the bow weighed 7.2 pounds alone.
I then asked him to hold the bow (a compound
bow) at arm’s length in a predraw position (bow arm
only). This is what we got:
Brad Lasater, Left-Right Balance in Pounds
(Predraw Position)
Trial
Left
Right
Sum
1
118.6
56.6
175.2
2
116.2
59.6
175.8
Again, I include the sum for each trial, which in
both cases was almost the same as the static weight of
Brad and bow on one scale (176.2 pounds). As the
good archer that Brad is you can see he didn’t shift his
center of gravity to balance out the weight of the bow
extended, he simply took more of the force on his
front foot. (Why strive for balance when things are
going to change dramatically seconds later during the
draw and anchor?)
Obviously the next stage was to get readings for
the L-R weight distribution at full draw. These were
disappointing.
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Brad Lasater, Left-Right Balance in Pounds
(Full Draw Position)
Trial
Left
Right
Sum
1
~109
~60
~169
2
~104
~73
~177
There was no consistency; the sums didn’t agree
and weren’t close to the static sum like before. The
scale readings bounced around so much there was no
“lock” so I had to “guess” at the values (which is why
the ~ symbol, a common sign used for “approximately,” was used with the readings).
At this point I was near to quitting, but I thought
we needed to check front-rear balance at full draw, if
for no other reason than to be complete. I had just
been talking with Brad about the front-rear balance
an archer needed, so we decided to try full draw measurements with him adopting the “slightly forward
balance” position recommended by so many. Here is
what we got:
Brad Lasater, Front-Rear Balance in Pounds
(Full Draw Position, Front Biased)
Trial
Front
Rear
Sum
1
43.8
44.8
88.6
Bingo! The scales settled down quickly and the
sum of the two readings was almost exactly half of the
total weight of Brad + bow (half of 176.2 lb
is 88.1 lb).

rather than actual recommendations, similar to the
percents of draw force recommended to be on one’s
fingers prior to a finger release.
I have been able to only find one study (of four
year olds!) showing what “normal” front-rear balances
are (The found it was 60-40 heel to toe. Any podiatrists out there have this information for adults?) but
I had already suspected that our weight is rather rear
loaded. The heel is a single bone, designed to bear a
lot of weight (not just statically but when walking,
running, and jumping the loads get quite high). The
toes involve a large number of quite small bones and
muscles which do fine balancing work. It makes no
sense for the fine muscles and bones to take more of
the load than the bigger single heel bone system, just
as the big muscles of your arms take large loads and
the fingers are left to make fine adjustments. I expected the “normal” weight distribution to be more like
60% on your heels and with a forward bias, that might
drop to near 50%, which is exactly what we got. And,
I may be deluding myself, so more work is needed
here.
I will report back to you when I have more data.
I want to do this for several archers, male and female,
recurve and compound if possible.

Concluding Remarks

This section is titled “concluding remarks”
rather than “conclusions” because as yet we
can make no conclusions. What we have
here are called preliminary observations.
Unless I can find a way to deal with the
tendency of the electronic bathroom scale’s
circuitry to “lock” at some point, I don’t
think I have found my ideal instrument. I
am going to repeat this procedure with
“analog” (meaning non-electronic scales) to
see if they will do a better job. I firmly
believe that in order for this to be a useful
source of information for coaches and
archers, it has to be inexpensive enough to
do. And, of course, it has to work.
The most interesting preliminary measurements were on the front-rear balance.
Even when Brad front-loaded his stance,
he didn’t make it to a 50-50 balance, let
alone the recommended 60-40 (front-rear).
I suspect that the 60-40 numbers were
made up as suggestive of what was desired
Archery Focus

Not super scientific but affordable and they work. The read and black “ultraportable”
bathroom scales are digital and problematic (see text). The traditional (analog) scale
is what I will be using from now on. I have three of them so I can check front-back
and left-right simultaneously. These will be used to collect data and to provide archers
with feedback.
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Getting Them To
(and Through) Their
First Competition
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
Every archery student who makes it past four
or five lessons is generally keen to go to a “real”
archery competition . . . and we think they should be
encouraged to do so. This article is about what coaches can do to help beginners, no matter how old, to
enjoy and learn from that first experience.
Where to Start

We believe people should start small as: the more
local the tournament, the more relaxed the environment. Throwing newbies in with archers trying to
grind out a state championship can be traumatic for
the newbies (and irritating for the potential champions) so starting local is the order of the day. Since
your students are not likely to be able to find notifications for local shoots, it is up to you to inform them.
We like to encourage archers to go to an indoor event
as their first shoot because of the distance and relatively low number of shots needed (30-60). That
doesn’t mean you can’t start
them outdoors, just keep in
mind that they probably have
little experience shooting
longer distances and higher
arrow volumes.
Local club shoots, especially fun shoots, are a good place to start them.
You will have to explain that every archery competition is sponsored by an archery organization
(USA Archery, the National Field Archery Association (NFAA), etc.) and a local archery club. They do
not have to be a member of the organization or a

member of the club to participate because almost all
archery competitions allow anyone to participate as a
“Guest.” We strongly recommend that they take this
route (registering as a “Guest”) even though they will
not be able to compete for medals. That’s right, to win
medals/trophies they must be a member of the sponsoring archery organization. (Think about it! If this
weren’t a requirement, few would join and pretty soon
there would be very few clubs and very few tournaments.)
If they find they really like competing, then it is
time to join an organization (there are dues) and a
club (more dues).
Preparing Them to Go

It is always reassuring to have a rehearsal of any complicated event. This is one reason we recommend you
put on mock tournaments in your classes but, if you
can’t some pictures go a long way as to showing
themw what to expect. Students will need to learn how to
score, to not touch arrows or
targets while scoring, how the
whistle system is used to control a target event (but not field
events), how to deal with
dropped arrows, and shooting line etiquette.
If you have an indoor timing system, try to work
it into one of your mock tournaments. Have a colleague role-play being a Judge. Play it to the hilt.
Obviously, you would not do all of this for your
first mock tournament, but certainly by the third or

“We believe people should
start small as the more local
the tournament, the more
relaxed the environment.”
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so, it is time to ramp it up.
You may want to prepare some handouts to give
to students to read (or share with parents if they are
young), covering the topics in the next section.
Also obviously, if you hear young students talking
grandiosely about winning, you might suggest that
their goals be to: #1 Have fun! and #2 Learn about
competitions.
Getting Them Ready to Go

There are always some preliminaries to take care of.
First, archers need all of the equipment necessary to
compete: bow, arrows, tab, quiver, everything. If they
don’t own their own equipment, it may be possible to
borrow some from your club, but they should be
taught not to expect that as it is unusual. It is also
almost guaranteed that the tournament hosts will not
have equipment to lend or rent. The assumption is
always that they have all of the archery equipment
they need to compete.
They will probably have to fill out a registration
form for the competition, typically available on the
Internet, but sometimes a spot can be reserved by a
simple phone call. If you want to print out registration forms and pass them out, that would be helpful,
too. Do not wait until the last minute to do this as
there can be limited spaces to shoot (especially
indoors).
Your students will have to arrange a ride to the
event, if they don’t drive. Possibly the tournament
host could locate another competitor in your neigh-

borhood who is willing to give them
a ride, but that is a long shot. There
is a tradition of coaches giving rides to
students, but as suing people seems to
have become our largest national sport, we
are recommending that our coaches not do
this. (In many states, the volunteer driver is taking
full responsibility for the behavior and welfare of
minor invitees.) Plus, parents need to know that their
child’s participation in archery will involve them, too.
You do want to encourage your students to check
as to whether the tournament host will be serving
food (for lunch or snacks) and what they will be serving. As an example of why, if they are just serving hot
dogs and someone doesn’t like hot dogs, they will
have to pack a lunch. Especially if they have special
dietary needs (gluten free, no peanuts, etc.) they will
need to take care of their own food.
If the shoot is outdoors, they will need a hat and
probably sunscreen. If rain is expected, they will want
some rain jacket or other they can shoot in and a
towel to dry off their equipment. Try to get them to
think about all of the things that could happen on a
day outdoors and how they should prepare. If they are
on medication, for instance, they need to take it with
them. Try to get them to think of everything so their
day isn’t ruined by an ordinary thing they forgot to
bring. Something they may not realize they need to
bring is a folding chair to sit in (for outdoor target
events). Many outdoor events don’t provide chairs (or
Continued on the Next Page

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
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enough chairs).
They do not need to memorize the rule book of
the parent organization. In fact, the easiest way to get
all of the help they need is to tell everyone who will
listen that this is their very first competition. They
will find all of the officials and their fellow competitors will help them out if they get confused. As we
often say, archery is a social sport! In a section below
we have a “rules primer” that will mostly keep your
students out of trouble.
On the Day

Strongly recommend that your students have a good
breakfast on the day of the competition. If they will
eat what is being served at the site for lunch, then they
need to be sure to have enough money to pay any registration fees and get something to eat. If they are
packing a lunch, they must be sure to take it with
them! As an exercise you may want them to make up
a list of everything they want to take with them to use
as a checklist when they are packing to go, so they
don’t forget anything. Alternatively, you may want to
prepare a checklist for them as an example of what to
bring (and how to remember to take it with them).

They need directions which can often be had from
a website or a computer map program and they are off!
When they get to the shoot site, they need to
unpack. Outdoors, in target events, they will be given
a shooting lane assignment and will want to pile their
gear up close by. In field events they need to be prepared to carry everything they will need onto and
around the course. Indoors, everybody will be in the
same building and often they will be just looking for
a place to put their stuff down. Because indoor events
take place in the winter, people not only have their
archery gear but bulky jackets, hats, gloves, etc. Recommend they try to keep everything in one place so
they can find their gear when they need it.
Competing archers need to check in at the registration desk and pay any fees they need to. They will
get scorecards to fill out. (Don’t forget to have your
“newbies” tell them “this is my first shoot” and they
will get extra help.)
In USA Archery sponsored events they will also
have something called “equipment inspection.” Certainly your brand new competitors will be registering
as “Guests” and Guests may not be required to go
through equipment inspection, but doing so will give

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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them that much more experience for the next time.
The one thing that often catches people is that every
arrow has to be identical and uniquely identified as
being theirs. Most people write their name or initials
on their arrow shafts with a Sharpie, or other permanent marker. If their arrows are black, they make silver Sharpies. Having this done ahead of time is just
one less thing to worry about on “shoot day.”
Almost universally when it is their time to shoot,
they will be allowed two “practice ends” (at target
events). Often there is a place to shoot some arrows to
warm up before then but sometimes not. The two
practice ends aren’t scored, but give the archers an
opportunity to meet the people they will be shooting
(and scoring with). Explain to your students (and
incorporate into your mock tournaments eventually)
that for scoring purposes, typically four archers are grouped
together: two become scorekeepers, one becomes the
“caller” who reads the arrow
scores out to the scorers and
the fourth is there to be used to
break disagreements. If they
say to everyone “this is my first
shoot” they will probably be given the easy job of
being the fourth in the scoring group, but maybe not.
(Did they bring a pencil to score with? and mark
arrow holes with?)
The shooting line is controlled by the whistle system except during field shoots in which people just
take turns. They should be familiar with the whistle
system, as we usually teach it in Lesson 1.
When they are finished shooting, their scorecard
must be signed by the archer and by both score keepers, but only after the archer has checked the math
(archers are responsible for their score card and any
errors on it). There are penalties for turning in incorrect scorecards so if they need a calculator to check
the math, we hope they brought one. When they turn
in their scorecards, they will be checked to see if all of
the signatures are present and that the scores (and Xcounts, etc.) all agree. Then they will be given one of
the cards as a record of their performance and the
tournament people keep the other for their records.
There may be breaks during the shoot (or not).
These will be explained before the shooting starts, so
encourage them to listen up for all directions provided.

rules. We don’t think worrying is helpful. Usually,
Judges and fellow competitors will cut newbies some
slack. (They did tell everyone “this is my first shoot,”
didn’t they?) But, if they violate a rule over and over,
they should expect to pay a penalty.
Here are some “rules” that, if they follow them,
they will be very unlikely to encounter any trouble.
Straddle the Shooting Line Not all of the archery
organization’s rules require archers to straddle the
shooting line while shooting but all of them allow it.
So, if they do this, they cannot be faulted. To straddle
the shooting line, archers must have one foot in front
of the line and one foot behind (neither is “on” or
touching the line).
Shoot After Someone Else Does There are penalties for
shooting too soon or too late in timed events, so we recommend that at the beginning
of each end your newbies wait
to raise their bow to shoot until
someone else launches an arrow.
This may cost them a second or
two, but is cheap insurance
against shooting before the time
allowed. New archers generally
shoot quite fast, so there is little
danger that they will run out of time.
When Scoring, Don’t Touch! Touching (yes, just
touching) an arrow or a target before the arrows are
scored can incur a penalty! The safest thing to do is to
touch nothing and only pull their arrows after someone else has.
When Not Scoring, Don’t Touch In some organization
there is a penalty for even touching someone else’s
equipment without their permission. Official rules
aside, this is rude; tell your students “don’t do it.” If they
see a really cool bow, it is okay to “look but don’t touch.”
When in Doubt, Ask! If your archers are unsure as
to what to do, have them ask their fellow competitors.
(Obviously they do not want to ask any of them a
question when they are at full draw.) All archers are
welcoming of “newbies.” They will be welcome, too.

“The shooting line is
controlled by the whistle
system except during field
shoots in which people just
take turns.”

A “Rules Primer”

Many beginning archers worry about violating the
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Conclusion

This may seem like a lot of “dos” and “don’ts” but
when competing you don’t want your students to be
thinking about anything but shooting. An event is
much more fun when they have everything they need
and don’t have to worry about getting a ride home or
anything else. And, we want them to have a good
time and attend other competitions so they can fully
enjoy our wonderful sport.
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Competing!
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER

In a beginning archery class you may have
experienced “competitions” in the form of contests
(see who can shoot the highest score or shoot the
smallest group, etc.). But there comes a time when
you are going to want to go to a full-blown, real
archery competition and we say: Yeah!
Even if you would rather just shoot alone in your
backyard, there is much you can learn from attending
an archery competition. First of all, archery is a social
sport and you will see a lot of people greeting each
other as if they were long lost friends. Actually, many
of a tournament’s attendees only see one another at
archery events, because they live too far apart just to
get together to shoot. People talk and eat together
and, in general, enjoy one another’s company. Second
of all: it’s fun! Third: competitions tell you how good
you are (as an archer). Fourth: it’s fun! (Really!)
And, when the shooting starts, it can get serious
and it is probably best that you do also. Here are some
of the things to expect when you go to your first tournament.
Behind the Competition

Every archery competition is sponsored by an archery
organization (USA Archery, the National Field
Archery Association (NFAA), etc.) and a local
archery club. You do not have to be a member of the
organization or a member of the club to participate
because almost all archery competitions allow anyone
to participate as a “Guest.” We recommend that you
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take this route (register as a “Guest”) even though you
will not be able to compete for medals. That’s right, to
win medals/trophies you must be a member of the
sponsoring archery organization. (Think about it! If
this weren’t a requirement, few would join and pretty
soon there would be very few clubs and very few tournaments.)
If you find you really like competing, then it is
time to join an organization (there are dues) and a
club (more dues).
Getting Ready to Go

There are some preliminaries to take care of. First,
you need all of the equipment needed to compete:
bow, arrows, tab, quiver, everything. If you don’t own
your own equipment, it may be possible to borrow
some from your club or class, but don’t count on it. It
is also almost guaranteed that the tournament hosts
will not have equipment to lend or rent. The assumption is you have all of the archery equipment you need
to compete.
You will probably have to fill out a registration
form for the competition, typically available on the
Internet, but sometimes a spot will be reserved for you
based on a simple phone call. Do not wait until the
last minute to do this as the spaces to shoot can be
limited (especially indoors).
You will have to arrange a ride to the event if you
don’t drive. If you need a ride and don’t drive and have
no other options, let the tournament host know and
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they may be able to locate another competitor in your
neighborhood who is willing to give you a ride. There
is a tradition of coaches giving rides to students, but
as the national sport seems to be suing people, we are
recommending that our coaches not do this. (In many
states, the volunteer driver is taking full responsibility
for the behavior of minor invitees.)
You do want to check to see whether the tournament host will be serving food (for lunch or snacks)
and what they will be serving. For example, if they are
just serving hot dogs and you don’t like hot dogs you
want to be sure to pack a lunch.
If the shoot is outdoors, you will need a hat and
probably sunscreen. If rain is expected, you will want
some rain jacket or other you can shoot in. Try to
think about all of the things that could happen on a
day outdoors and prepare. If you are on medication,
take it with you. Try to think of everything so your
day isn’t ruined by an ordinary thing you forgot to
bring. Something you may need that many people
don’t realize is a folding chair to sit in (for outdoor
target events). Many outdoor events don’t provide
chairs (or enough chairs).
You do not need to memorize the rule book of the
parent organization. In fact, the easiest way to get all
of the help you need is to tell everyone who will listen
that this is your very first competition. You will find
all of the officials and your fellow competitors will
help you out if you get confused. As we say, archery is
a social sport! In a section below we have a “rules
primer” that will mostly keep you out of trouble.
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On the Day

On the day of the competition, you
want to make sure to have a good
breakfast. If you will eat what is being
served for lunch, you need to be sure to
have enough money to pay any registration
fees and get something to eat. If you are packing a
lunch, be sure to take it with you! Make up a list of
everything you want to take with you and use it as a
checklist when you are packing to go, so you don’t forget anything.
You got directions from the website or a computer map program and you are off!
When you get to the shoot site, you need to
unpack. Outdoors, you will be given a shooting lane
assignment and you will want to pile your gear up
close by. Indoors, everybody will be in the same (often
small) building and then you are looking just for a
place to put your stuff down. Because indoor events
take place in the winter, people not only have their
archery gear but bulky jackets, hats, gloves, etc. Just
try to keep everything in one place so you can find
your stuff at need.
You must check in at the registration desk and
pay any fees you need to. They will give you scorecards to fill out. (Don’t forget to tell them “this is my
first shoot” and they will be extra helpful.)
In USA Archery sponsored events they will also
have something called “Equipment Inspection.”
Guests may not be required to go through equipment
Continued on the Next Page
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inspection, but doing so will give you that much more
experience for the next time. The one thing that often
catches people is that every arrow has to be uniquely
identified as being yours. Most people write their
name or initials on their arrow shafts with a Sharpie,
or other permanent marker. If your arrows are black,
they make silver Sharpies. Having this done ahead of
time is just one less thing to worry about on “shoot
day.”
Almost universally when it is your time to shoot,
you will be allowed two “practice ends” (in target
events). Often there is a place to shoot some arrows to
warm up before then but sometimes not. The two
practice ends aren’t scored, but give you the opportunity to meet the people you will be shooting (and
scoring with). For scoring purposes, typically four archers are
grouped together: two become
scorekeepers, one becomes the
“caller” who reads the arrow
scores out to the scores and the
fourth is there to be used to break disagreement.
(How one scores varies quite a bit, so ask questions if
you are confused.) If you tell everyone “this is my first
shoot” you will probably be given the easy job of being
the fourth in the scoring group, but maybe not. (Did
you bring a pencil to score with?)
The shooting line is controlled by the whistle system except during field shoots in which people just
take turns. If you are unfamiliar with the whistle system, you need to look it up or ask someone.
When you are finished shooting, your scorecard is
signed by you (the archer) and by both score keepers,
but only after you have checked the math. There are
penalties for turning in incorrect scorecards so if you
need a calculator to check the math, I hope you
brought one. When you turn in your scorecards they
will be checked to see if all of the signatures are present and that the scores and other counts all agree.
Then you will be given one of the cards for a record
of your performance and the tournament people keep
the other for their records.
There may be breaks during the shoot (or not).
These will be explained before you start shooting, so
listen up for all directions provided.

violate a rule you didn’t know about, often you will
just be corrrected, but if you violate a rule over and
over, expect to pay a penalty.
Here are some “rules” that, if you follow them,
you will be very unlikely to encounter any trouble.
Straddle the Shooting Line Not all of the organization’s rules require you to straddle the shooting line
while shooting but all of them allow it. So, if you do
this, you cannot be faulted. To straddle the shooting
line, you must have one foot in front of the line and
one foot behind (neither is “on” the line).
Shoot After Someone Else Does There are penalties
for shooting too soon or too late in timed events, so
we recommend that at the beginning of each end you
wait to raise your bow to shoot until someone else
launches an arrow. This may
cost you a second or two, but is
insurance against shooting
before the time allowed.
When Scoring, Don’t Touch!
Touching (yes, just touching)
an arrow or a target before the arrows are scored can
incur a penalty! The safest thing to do is to touch
nothing and only pull your arrows after someone else
has.
When Not Scoring, Don’t Touch In some organizations there is a penalty for even touching someone
else’s equipment without their permission. Rules
aside, messing with someone’s equipment is rude;
don’t do it. If you see a really cool bow, it is okay to
“look but don’t touch.”
When in Doubt, Ask! If you are unsure as to what
to do, ask your fellow competitors. (Obviously you do
not want to ask any of them a question when they are
at full draw.) All archers are welcoming of “newbies.”
You will be welcome, too.

“All archers are welcoming
of “newbies.” You will be
welcome, too.”

Conclusion

This may seem like a lot of “dos” and “don’ts” but
when competing you don’t want to be thinking about
anything but shooting. So, an event is much more fun
when you have everything you need and don’t have to
worry about getting a ride home or anything else.
And, we want you to have a good time and attend
other competitions so you can enjoy this wonderful
sport.

A “Rules Primer”

Many people worry about violating the rules. Please
don’t fret as this is not helpful. Judges and fellow
competitors will cut you some slack. (You did tell
them “this is my first shoot,” didn’t you?) When you
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